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HOURS & LOCATION
April & May
Tuesday – Friday 9am – 6pm
Saturday - 9am-4pm
Sunday & Monday - Closed

June, September to October 16th
Fri. & Sat. 9am – 4pm

July – August, November, March
By chance or by appointment

December – February
Open virtually only

2343 Gerber Rd.
Wellesley, ON, N0B 2T0

Welcome to the catalogue...

SHIPPING
Shipping rates are subject to change
based on plant size, quantity and loca-
tion. Please see our website or contact us
for current rates; due to the nature of or-
ders being placed months ahead of ship-
ment, sometimes we may ask for more
money or send a refund if we were out
on our shipping quote. We charge what
the shippers charge with aminimal fee to
cover the cost of boxing the order. Gen-
erally, shipments of 1-5 apple trees cost
$50-80 in ON, with more remote loca-
tions possibly an additional $10.

A $15 inspection charge will be applied to
orders sent to AB and SK, as per CFIA reg-
ulation.

OUR NURSERY STOCK
GUARANTEE
If you buy a tree from us
And plant it swiftly out,

We’ll guarantee that it’s alive
And soon the buds will sprout.

And if you’ve kept it watered
Yet leaves you fail to see,

Inform us in three months’ time,
And we’ll credit you cheerfully.

But if you fail to water it,
We also guarantee

That it will almost surely die
Or be a runty tree.

And if you do not prune it
When first you plant it out,

‘Twill likely drop most all its leaves
When comes the August drought.

And if you will not stake it
Ere winds and rains are seen,
And ere the roots establish,

We guarantee that it will lean.

Oh and if you don’t protect it
When comes the snow and ice,

We’ll guarantee it girdled
By rabbits and/or mice.

So if you’ve read these warnings
And with the terms agree,

Then by all means don’t hesitate
To buy from us a tree!

For complete terms & conditions,
visit our website at:

www.silvercreeknursery.ca

BAREROOT TREES… HERE IS HOW IT WORKS:
1) Place an order in the fall (only apples & pears), or spring for anything- if you order
during the summer while we are between crops, you will be put on a wait-list for the fall
or spring planting season, as shown below.
2) We will confirm your order and our nursery stock availability.
3) We’ll notify you when the trees are ready for pick up, or ship them to your door at the
perfect planting time in spring, along with planting instructions!

from right to left: Liam, Steph, Zack, Jade and Wayne

HARDINESS ZONES
Plants are rated according to Canadian Hardi-
ness Zones. If you are unsure of your zone,
please consult a Canadian gardening book or
for a detailed zone map vitis: http://planthardi-
ness.gc.ca/?m=1

Here in Wellesley, we are considered a zone 5 by
the older generation, though as of 1996, we are
technically now classed zone 6.
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What a year we have all had! I have to admit, while the nursery is at times an overwhelming, in-
tense and grueling place, it is also one of the most rewarding and magical places, bubbling with
life, inspiration, and constant change. Farming can be so much more than the black and white
input-output concept of modern agriculture. There is a kitten curled on a ball on my lap while I
type this, the piggies pasturing in the covercrop field greet passers-by with friendly oinks, and the
nursery trees grow like weeds in the field, creating a seasonal meadow for the bluebirds and swal-

lows in the houses nearby. This makes
a constant reminder that there is
pure, vibrant life, everywhere - and
that is a pretty remarkable thing! We
have so much to be grateful for: our
wonderful customers who trust us to
grow the strongest, healthiest trees
we can, the land that gives so many
nutrients to the cause, our employees
who put in countless hours to see our
vision through, and the inexplicable
force of Mother Nature, the invisible
life force that connects us all together.

We look forward to creating a lively,
diverse, and secure future with you!
Wishing all love, and good health,

Steph and Zack

We acknowledge we are living and farming on
Attiwonderonk territory (the Neutrals), and/or
Haudenosaunee (6 Nations, or Iroquios) terri-
tory. We find arrowheads and flint in the soil

to remind us.
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bareroot*

*only apples and pears available for fall bareroot sales

Plant potted, but be sure to keep mid-summer plantings well watered.

Stay
cozy!

Order any time, but the sooner you order the better we can fulfill your order! First come first serve.

Stay cool!Stay Cozy! Plant bareroot!
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A BRIEF NOTE ON ESPALIER...
Training your trees against a fence or wall, or as a living barrier can be incredibly beautiful and
rewarding, though it does take diligent care. ‘Grow A Little Fruit Tree’ is a wonderful book
touching on the subject (which can be ordered from our website), but with attentive care and
a loving touch you can grow just about anything, any way. Spur bearing varieties are recom-
mended (rather than tip bearing), such as Cox’s Orange Pippin, Winesap, Fuji, Belle de
Boskoop, Calville Blanc, Sweet 16 and many more. Apple and pears are generally the easiest
fruits to train, but other species may be espaliered with varying degrees of difficulty.

FALL 2021 & SPRING 2022 PRICE LIST
Sales tax will be added to all orders and also applies to shipping. Full payment must
be made prior to shipment or upon pick up, but not

Our fruit trees have three grades:
1m+ whip: this is the industry standard, 1 year whip, 100cm tall minimum including roots, may
have some feathering (small branches).
1m+ branched: grown using the knip-boom method developed in Europe, these trees are
branched (at least 3 branches 30cm, plus a leader), and 100cm minimum but typically closer to
130cm+.
50-80cm whip: these trees are “B grade”, may be branched or a whip but are shorter, or may be
a little crooked. With a little extra love they can be nurtured and staked to grow tall and strong.

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Available for all bareroot plants except plums & apricots as we have a lower stock due
to a rootstock failure. We changed our discount system this year to, hopefully, better
suit both us, for our efficiency, and you, to provide larger discounts sooner. If you are
a returning customer and have feedback/prefer the old system, we would love to know!

3 of the same kind for (cultivar, rootstock and grade) 8% off
5 of the same kind for (cultivar, rootstock and grade)13% off
10 of the same kind for (cultivar, rootstock and grade) 25% off

WHOLESALE PRICING
Wholesale pricing is available on orders of 100+ applicable plants in quantities of 20 or
more per variety, contact sales@silvercreeknursery.ca for the availability and price list.
Wholesale orders may not be paid via credit card.

LOOKING FOR ROOTSTOCK OR SCIONWOOD?
Below is our pricelist. Orders must be in by January 31, 2022 for the spring 2022 season
so we can be organized with our crop plans.

1-49: $6.50
50-100: $5.25
100+: $4.50

• scions are sold by the stick, and typically are 15-25cm long.
• Our test orchards have well over 100 cultivars, however we use most of the propagation ma-

terial ourselves. Send us your wishlist, and we will let you know what is available.
• Rootstock is generally not something we grow for sale, therefore certain availabilities, when

we receive it (usually in April), and price (conversion to USD) are all beyond our control,
though we do our absolute best to plan and act with forethought.

Bittersharps Sharps Sweets Bittersweets
Kingston Black Esopus Spitzenburg Jonagold Binet Rouge

Porter’s Perfection Winesap Golden Russet Brown Snout
Cap of Liberty Brown’s Apple Sweet Coppin Chisel Jersey
Stoke Red Roxbury Russet Tolman Sweet Dabinett
Domaine Golden Russet Baldwin Tremlett’s Bitter
Geneva Calville Blanc Ben Davis Yarlington Mill

Fauxwhelp Ashmead’s Kernel Roxbury Russet Frequin Rouge
Goldrush Gala Medaille d’Or

Michelin
Bulmer’s Norman
Bedan des Partes

Harry Master’s Jersey
Medaille d’Or

Muscadet de Dieppe
Somerset Redstreak
Stembridge Jersey

Ellis Bitter
Marechal

Noel Deschamps
White Jersey

The Long Ashton (English) classifica‐
tion system for cider apples

Classification Percent tan-
nin (w/v)

Percent malic acid (w/v

Bittersweets >0.2 <0.45

Bitersharps >0.2 >0.45

Sharps <0.2 >0.45

Sweets <0.2 <0.45

Tree Grade Price
Apples, Pears & Quince 1m+ whip $45

1m+ branched $55
50-80cm whip $30

There are a few overstock varieties on sale $10 off grade price. There are also a few premium varieties that are low in
stock, which will add $10 on the grade price. These are marked online/on our pricelist.
Peach, Apricot, Plum & Cherry 1m+ whip/branched $55

50-80cm whip $40
Due to the goal of putting as much practical product information in the catalog as possible, we haven’t space for
a complete price list including the berries, nuts, and seedlings. The website has prices, alternatively we are more
than happy to send you a pricelist upon request.

“To join the makers of the world is always to feel at least a little more self reliant, a little more
omnicompetent. For everyone to bake his own bread or brew his own beer is, we’re told, ineffi‐
cient, and by the usual measures it probably is ... But though it is certainly cheaper and easier
to rely on untold, unseen others to provide for our everyday needs, to live that way comes at a
price, not least to our sense of competence and independence. We prize these virtues, and yet
they have absolutely nothing to do with the efficiencies of modern consumer capitalism. Ex‐

cept perhaps to suggest that there might be some problems with modern consumer capitalism.”
- Michael Pollan
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SMALL SPACE
PACK $150
Designed to fit into
150 sq ft:
2 dwarf apples (Eso-
pus Spitzenburg and
Sweet 16)
1ea Pink Champagne
Currant and Rhubarb
for the understory
1 Issai Hardy Kiwi to
vine up a sunny fence
1 rose seedling for
functional beauty
1 Scotia elderberry to
fix nitrogen.

BUNDLE DEALS
Available while supplies last, bareroot only, absolutely no substitutions. Bundles do not
apply for the quantity discount. Each bundle will pollinate itself, and is filled with dis‐

ease resistant and heirloom varieties that we enjoy, so you can too!

HERITAGE OR‐
CHARD PACK $350
Curated to minimize
maintenance by in-
creasing biodiversity,
with a focus on tried-
n-true varieties. Ap-
ples on semi-dwarf
Emla 106, pears on
full size OhxF 97.
6 apples (Esopus
Spitzenburg, North-
ern Spy, Sweet 16,
Winesap, Calville
Blanc D’hiver, Pink
Pearl),
2 pears (Bartlett,
Clapp’s Favourite),
3 canes Heritage
Raspberries
1 Pink Champagne
currant
2 Comfrey roots
1 Horseradish
1 Rhubarb
3 Honey locusts

AGRIFORESTRY
PACK $1000
Harness the power of
trees on your farm!
For 1+ acre.
15 Catalpa
15 English Walnuts
15 Hackberry
15 Honey Locust
10 American Hazel-
nuts
10 Kentucky Coffee
10 Mulberry Seedling
10 Peach seedlings
10 Thimbleberries
2 Paw Paw
2 Sweet Chestnuts
2 Redbuds
2 Heartnuts
2 Pussy Willow

BERRY BUNDLE
$120
This bundle is great for
establishing a variety
of berries! It includes:
2 hardy kiwis (Geneva,
Meader)
2 elderberries (Scotia,
York)
1 Titania black currant
3 canes Heritage rasp-
berries
1 Illiny blackberry
1 September Gem goji
1 Grandma Julie goose-
berry

CIDER CONNOISSEUR $300
For the backyard cider maker. 8 trees, 1m+ whips,
on Emla 106 semi-dwarf rootstock: Brown Snout,
Calville Blanc d’Hiver, Chisel Jersey, Dabinett, Ellis
Bitter, Michelin, Porter's Perfection, Tremlett's
Geneva Bitter.

We graft fruit trees to control vigor, size, and disease resistance. The variety grafted on top will work
with the variety of rootstock below to create a unique size based on the vigor of the combination of
the top and bottom, but we can roughly quantify the sizes by three main types: dwarf (small), semi-
dwarf (medium), and full size (large). Each type has pros and cons, and within each type of rootstock
there are variations which are briefly described below. For general purpose orchards, we recom-
mend sticking with semi-dwarf trees if you have the space.

A brief overview of the rootstocks we grow with:
M9: dwarf, hardy to zone 4, popular rootstock in large scale orchards but v. susceptible to fireblight.
Requires permanent staking.
B9: dwarf, v. cold hardy, resistant to fireblight and collar rot, precocious, minimal suckering, good
graft compatibility. Suitable for espalier. Requires permanent staking.
Ottawa 3: dwarf, v. cold hardy, vigorous, resistant to collar rot, susceptible to fireblight. Suitable for
espalier. Requires permanent staking.
Emla 26: large dwarf/small semi-dwarf. Very precocious, suitable for espalier, popular in Southern
ON, but not particularly cold hardy. Resistant to collar rot, but susceptible to fireblight. Doesn’t re-
quire permanent staking on sheltered sites.
Emla 106: semi-dwarf, nice balance of vigor and production, some susceptibility to moisture/collar
rot, generally well suited to most soil types, well-anchored, hardy to zone 4. Our go-to rootstock.
Emla 7: semi-dwarf, poor anchoring, well adapted to different soil, fireblight resistant.
Emla 111: semi-dwarf,
B118: semi-dwarf, v. cold hardy and vigorous, moderate resistance to crown rot and fireblight, poor
graft compatibility.
Antonovka: full size, v. vigorous, the standard seedling rootstock, used in Russia for over 500 years.
to its uncanny ability to stay very close to true when propagated by seed it produces a strong, deep
root system (creating a drought tolerant, hardy tree),

Dwarf
M9, B9, Ottawa 3

Semi-Dwarf
Emla 106, Emla 26, B118

Full Size
Antonovka

Dwarf (2m) Semi-Dwarf (4m) Full Size (5m+)

harvest from standing harvest with ladder harvest with ladder

must be staked entire life staking required for first few
years only

staking required for first
few years

Bears fruit soonest bears fruit a bit later than
dwarf

bears fruit considerably
later than dwarf

short life of tree (less
than 20 yrs)

medium life span of tree
(40-50 yrs)

maximum life span of
tree (50+ yrs)

Space 1m in rows 2.5m
apart*

Space 3.5m in rows 4.5m
apart*

Space at least 5m in rows
6m apart*

*These numbers are suggestions only, and subjective, and by no means rules! Should you plant
closer, you may need to prune more often, should you plant farther you may run out of space.

APPLE ROOTSTOCKS

PEAR ROOTSTOCKS

STONE FRUIT ROOTSTOCKS

5 meters or 16 feet

4 meters or 13 feet

3 meters or 10 feet

2 meters or 6.5 feet

1 meter or 3 feet

We graft our Pyrus sp. onto the following rootstocks:
• OHxF 97 full size rootstock which grow up to 6m
• OhxF 87 semi-dwarf rootstock which grow up to 5m
• Provence Quince (PQ) dwarf rootstock which will yield a tree about 4m tall

We graft our Prunus sp. onto the following rootstocks. While these rootstocks are tried and
true, and generally quite disease resistant, none of them like their feet wet. Plant stone fruits
in well drained soil for strong healthy trees!
• Peach: Bailey, a classic full size peach rootstock. Reliable and cold hardy, resulting in a

tree about 3m or 12-15 feet tall
• Sweet Cherry: Mazzard, been used for centuries for full size cherry rootstock, resulting

in a tree about 5m or 20 feet tall.
• Sour Cherry: Mahaleb, industry standard for sour cherries; hardy. Resulting in a tree

about 4m tall, or 16 feet.

-Albermarle Pippin (Emla 106)
-Arde Cairn Russet (Emla 106)
-Blenheim Orange (B9)
-Fallawater (B118)
-Golden Pearmain (Emla 26)
-Greensleeves (Emla 106)

-Jenson’s Red Fleshed (B118)
-King of Tompkins County (Emla 106)
-Macfree (B9)
-Maypole (B118)
-Jalander (Emla 26)
-Tydeman’s Late Orange (Emla 106)

Limited Edition!
The following varieties are available in very small quantities, inquire for further details:
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PLANT SPACING & SPECIFICATIONS: Cultivars
For fruiting hedges or living fences, trees may be spaced much tighter. With some diligent pruning
(or not, for a more natural aesthetic) an ‘edible’ fence is a wonderful way to grow food in small spa-
ces! All fruiting plants prefer soils high in organic matter.

Notes:
- plants with ‘unknown’ nitrogen fixing abilities have mixed reviews to their ability. Some reputable sources so they do, some
say they don’t. In our humble opinions, they likely do to some degree, but science just doesn’t have a ‘how’ in cases where the
classic root nodules aren’t present.
- Sambuca Canadensis (Elderberry) is said to be a medium grade nitrogen fixer by experts such as Eric Toensmeier, however
some sources say ‘no’ too…
- Generally, plants are classed as follows: HIGH (160+ lbs/acre), MEDIUM (85-160lbs/acre), and LOW (1-85lbs/acre).

PLANT SPACING & SPECIFICATIONS: Seedlings

Species Metric Impe‐
rial

Toler‐
ance To
Shade

Toler‐
ance To

Wet

Adaptabil‐
ity To Dif‐

ferent Soils

Preferred Soil Aprox.
Years To
Bearing*

Apple Tree 2-6m 8-20’ no some yes loam 3-7

Apricot tree 3m 16’ no no no loam 5-7

Blackberry bush 1m 3’ no no yes sandy loam 2

Cherry, dwarf bush 1m 4’ no no some loam 3-5

Cherry tree, Sweet 3m 15’ no no some sandy loam 4-7

Cherry tree, Sour 2.5m 12’ no no some loam 4-5

Currant / Goose-
berry

1m 3’ yes yes yes loam 1-2

Elderberry bush 1.5m 6’ some yes yes loam 1-2

Goji bush 1m 4’ no no some sandy loam 1-2

Grape vine 1-3m 3-9’ no no some loam 2-3

Hardy Kiwi vine 1-2m 6’ some no some loam 2-3

Haskap/Honey-
berry bush

1.5-2
m

5’ no some yes anything but clay 2-3

Mulberry, tree 3m 12’ no some yes loam 2

Mulberry, dwarf
bush

1m 4’ no some yes loam 1

Peach/Quince tree 2m 12’ no no no sandy loam 3-4

Pear tree 3m 15’ no no some loam 5-7

Plum tree 3m 15’ no no no loam 5-7

Raspberry bush .5m 2’ no no yes sandy loam 1

Saskatoon bush 1.5-2
m

5-8’ no no yes anything but clay 4

Sea Buckthorn
bush

2-3m 6’-
10’

no yes yes sandy loam 2-4

Species Metric Imperial Tolerance To
Shade

Toler-
ance To

Wet

Adaptabil-
ity To

Different
Soils

Preferred Soil Type Year
s To

Bear-
ing

Nitrogen
fixing abil-

ity

Asian/American Hazel tree
/bush

4-5m 15-18’ partial some yes rich loam 4-6

Asparagus crowns 1-1.5m 4-5’ partial with
reduced yields

some yes sandy loam, v.
salt tolerant

1

American Persimmon tree 2.5-4m 12-20’ partial some yes Deep, well
drained loam

7-10

Autumn Olive bush 1.5-2m 5-10’ partial some yes loam 2-3 medium

Catalpa tree 12-15m 40-50’ partial some yes Alkaline, loam low

Black Locust tree 6-9m 20-30’ partial some yes loam 5-8 medium

Carya sp. tree 6-12m 25-40’ partial yes some rich loam 10+

Chokecherry tree 1-1.5m 5-8’ yes some yes loam 4

Comfrey plant 75cm 2’ yes yes yes loam 1

Flowering Dogwood tree 2m 10-15’ yes yes yes rich loam

Eastern Redbud tree 5-6m 20-25’ partial some yes loam 5-8 unknown

Golden Chain tree 4-5m 15-18’ partial some yes loam n/a medium

Hackberry tree 6-10m 20-30’ yes some yes loam 6

Horseradish plant 50cm 2’ partial some yes rich loam 1

Honey Locust tree 6-10m 20-30’ no some yes loam 7-10 unknown

Juglans sp. tree 6-12m 20-40’ no some yes rich loam 10+

Kentucky Coffee tree 10-12m 35’ no yes yes rich loam 7-10 low

Mulberry tree 2-3m 10-15’ Full-partial no yes Loam, salt toler-
ant

10

Nannyberry bush 2m 8-10’ yes yes yes clay loam 4-6

Oak tree 10m 30’ yes some some loam 10-1
5

Paw Paw tree 1-2m 5-10’ yes some some rich loam 5-10

Peach/Quince tree/bush 2m 10-12’ no no no Sandy loam 4

Pussy Willow tree/bush 1m 2-4’ partial yes yes loam

Rhubarb plant 50cm 2’ partial no yes rich loam 1

Rose bush 1m 4’ yes some yes loam 3-4

Rose of Sharon bush 50cm 2-3’ partial yes yes Rich loam 1-2

Shining sumac tree 1m 3-4’ partial some yes loam

Sea Buckthorn bush 1.5-3m 6-12’ no yes yes clay loam 2-4 medium

Spice Bush 1.5-2m 8-10’ yes yes yes clay loam 4

Siberian Pea shrub 2m 10-15’ partial no yes loam medium

Sugar Maple tree 6-12m 25-40’ partial yes some rich loam

Sweet Chestnut tree 6-12m 25-40’ no no no sandy loam 8-12

Wisteria vine 2-4m 10-20’ no some yes rich loam 3-4 medium

DID YOU KNOW?
• It takes about 36 apples to make 1 gallon of

cider

• It takes the energy of 50 leaves to ripen 1
apple

• The largest apple ever picked weighed 3lb
2 oz

• There are around 7500 cultivated varieties
of apples in the world

• Because apples are high in Boron, they can
improve mental alertness, memory and
electrical activity in your brain
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ANTONOVKA
(seedling) This old Russian stand-by has many
uses: it’s suitable for a refreshing, juicy, tart ap-
ple, and it cooks down well. Its seeds are used
as apple rootstock. Keeps 3 months. Zone 4.
Harvest late October.

AKANE
(Emla 106, B9) Introduced from Japan in 1970.
Akane is a crisp, sweet apple with bright red
skin. It tends to begin bearing at a young age
and is resistant to powdery mildew and cedar-
apple rust. Zone 5. Harvest late Aug.

ASHMEAD’S KERNEL
(Emla 106, B9) Originating in the 1700’s, what
this apple doesn’t have in it’s medium-sized,
russeted appearance, it makes up for in
flavour. This Old World English apple has
stuck with us due to it’s unique flavour: nutty
with notes of pear and spice. Like many her-
itage apples, this apple mellows out nicely in
storage. Triploid. Zone 4. Harvest late Oct.

BRAMLEY’S SEEDLING
(Emla 106, B9) This classic British cooking ap-
ple arose in Nottinghamshire in about 1813. It
is still widely grown today. Due to their excel-
lent keeping quality, Bramley’s Seedling ap-
ples can be found for sale year round in
Britain. Large size with strong acidity and
flavour. Trees are hardy and heavy croppers.
Triploid. Zone 4. Harvest early October.

BELLE DE BOSKOOP
(B118, B9) Here’s one for those of us who love
some sharpness in an apple. Popular at
farmer’s markets throughout Europe for both
fresh eating and cooking. Has value as a sharp
in hard cider blends as well. Vigorous growth,
good steady crops, large fruit. Triploid. Zone
3b. Harvest mid- October.

Cider Fresh Baking/Sauce Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant

BALDWIN
(Emla 106) A classic New England cooking ap-
ple, discovered around 1740. Firm sweet flesh
holds its shape when cooked. Large fruit
means less peeling and coring. Produces nice
blemish-free fruit in our test orchard. Keeps
all winter. Triploid. Zone 5. Harvest mid-Oct.

AMBROSIA
(Emla 106, B9) A chance seedling discovered
1990’s in BC, this tender, honeyed apple is a
hit! Very popular in the fresh eating market in
Canada, thanks to its attractive skin and slow
browning qualities. Zone 4. Harvest late Oct.

APPLE
Malus domestica

Apples have been a staple of the human diet since ancient times. Their varied shapes, sizes,
colours, and tastes provide fruit that is beautiful to the eyes and pleasing to the palate in
many forms—fresh, baked, stewed, dried, and in cider, sauce and jelly. When planning to
plant apple trees, remember that to ensure pollination and fruit set, two different varieties
are required. For example, Idared and Golden Russet trees will pollinate each other, but two
Idared trees will not. Some varieties, called triploids, have sterile pollen and cannot polli-
nate other trees. A third variety is then required to ensure pollination of all trees.

Ashmead’s Kernel Baldwin Cox’s Orange Pippin

Esopus Spitzenburg Duchess Fireside

BEN DAVIS
(B118, B9) In by-gone days, millions of Ben
Davis trees were planted across the continent
since its discovery in about 1799. Parent of
Cortland. Mellow flavour improves in storage.
The apples keep all winter and ship well since
they’re very firm. Trees are reliable, heavy
croppers. Zone 3. Harvest Late October.

CORTLAND
(Emla 106, B9) Released in 1915. It is a sweet
apple with crisp, juicy flesh. Cortland is great
for applesauce or drying as the flesh is slow to
brown. Cortland crops well annually, and
makes a good pollinator for others. The fruit
keeps until Christmas under home storage
conditions. Zone 3. Harvest early October.

CALVILLE BLANC D’HIVER
(Emla 106, B9) Calville Blanc comes from Eu-
rope where it is documented as early as 1598,
and has a reputation as a valuable apple for
baking and hard cider with its strong, sweet-
sharp flavour. This apple stands out with
prominent ribs reaching up its sides. Keeps
about 3 months. Flavour improves after pick-
ing. Zone 5. Harvest early October.

EGREMONT RUSSET
(Emla 106, B9) Of all russet varieties, this one
is a definite favourite. Grown widely through-
out Britain since the 1870’s, it has a sweet,
nutty flavour with a firm texture. It keeps well
under refrigeration up to 3 months. Resistant
to scab and produces good, regular crops.
Zone 4. Harvest mid-October.

DUCHESS
(Emla 106, B9) Originating in 1700’S Russia.
Duchess boasts an attractive fruit that is
striped and mottled red over light green. Al-
though these apples don't store well, the flesh
is soft and is excellent for pies and apple-
sauce. The trees themselves are quite hardy
and disease resistant. Zone 3. Harvest late Aug.

COX’S ORANGE PIPPIN
(Emla 106, B9) A very sweet and popular apple.
It was considered the very best fresh eating
apple in Southern England in the late 1800’s.
The fruit are uniform, medium-sized, with or-
ange-red skin. Keeps for several months. Zone
5b. Harvest early October.

EMPIRE
(Emla 106, B9) An excellent general-purpose
apple for the Great Lakes area. Crisp and
sweet and keeps well into the winter. Trees
crop heavily and reliably, and the fruit is resis-
tant to bruising. Resistant to cedar apple rust.
Zone 4b. Harvest early October.

CRIPP’S PINK
(Emla 106, B9) After strict grading, this apple is
also known as the trademarked Pink Lady,
which originated in Australia, 1973. Refreshing
honeyed sweet-tart flavour. Great fresh, but
can be used in baking and cider. It’s slow to
brown and stores 3-4 months. Average dis-
ease resistance. Produces best in a long, hot
growing season. Zone 5. early Nov.

ESOPUS SPITZENBERG
(Antonovka, Emla 106, B9) A famous heritage
American variety, pre-1790; Thomas Jeffer-
son’s favourite apple. The flavour is complex
and acidic. The fruit is medium sized and an
attractive bright red. Keeps, with good flavour
until March. Zone 5. Harvest mid-Oct.

FIRESIDE
(B118, B9) Fireside stands as an icon of tough-
ness in the world of apples, thriving in cold
northern areas. The flesh is amazingly sweet
and very juicy. It also keeps all winter. Zone 3.
Harvest mid-October.

FREEDOM
(Emla 106, B9) Low maintenance, disease-re-
sistant, good flavour, and a good keeper. Free-
dom is great for growing organically, back-
yards, and community orchards. McIntosh
type with sweet flavour and crunchy, juicy
white flesh. Resistant to mildew and cedar ap-
ple rust. Zone 4. Harvest late September.

FLORINA
(Emla 106, B9) Wonderful all-round apple for
the backyard offering both rich flavour and
easy care. Lovely rose pink colouring. Sweet,
crisp fruit that are perfect right off the tree but
also keep a few months. Great for organic pro-
duction. Heavy cropper, tip-bearing. Also
known as Querina. Zone 4. Harvest early Oct.

FUJI
(Emla 106, B9) Its crisp, very juicy, sweet flesh
makes Fuji a very popular variety. It was devel-
oped in Japan and shows some resistance to
scab. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
original strain. Keeps for about 3 months. Zone
5. Harvest late October.

GALA - ORIGINAL
(Emla 106, B9) The original Gala apple was se-
lected by its New Zealand grower because of
its amazing flavour. Since then, many sports
with deeper red colour have been introduced
and marketed as Gala, but often at a compro-
mise to flavour. Keeps until March. Zone 5. Har-
vest early October.
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GOLDEN RUSSET
(Emla 106, B118, B9) With both lots of acidity
and sweetness, Golden Russet in one of our
favourites for fresh eating. It is a great keeper.
The thick russetted skin discourages insect
damage. Resistant to canker and powdery
mildew. Tip-bearing habit gives tree a wispy
appearance. Zone 4. Harvest early October.

HONEYCRISP
(Emla 26, B9) Introduced in Minnesota in 1991.
The fruit are large with good flavour under
favourable growing conditions, but Honeycrisp
is definitely not for beginner growers. Zone 4.
Harvest late Sept.

GRIMES GOLDEN
(Antonovka, B118, B9) This heritage variety was
widely planted in the 1800’s, allegedly a
seedling of Johnny Appleseed. Similar to
Golden Delicious, however, arguably with bet-
ter flavour. Moderate resistance Cedar Apple
Rust. Zone 5. Harvest mid-October.

JONATHAN
(Emla 106) A heritage apple discovered in the
1820’s in New York state. Crisp, juicy, sweet.
Good for fresh eating as well as pies and sauce.
Weeping growth habit. Keeps to January.
Triploid. Zone 5. Harvest mid-October.

LADY
(B9) Lady appears to be the oldest apple vari-
ety with a verifiable history in existence. It is
said to have originated in Brittany before 1628.
The fruit is small but attractive: red flushed
over yellow. The crisp, sweet fruit maintains its
good quality all winter in storage. Zone 4. Har-
vest mid-October.

LODI
(B118, B9) Very similar to its parent, Yellow
Transparent. Bred in the 1920’s. Excellent early
apple: crisp, sprightly, and a favourite for
sauce. Grows very well in our orchard, resistant
to cedar apple rust. Zone 4. Harvest late August.

LIBERTY
(Emla 106, B9) Another favourite for organic
production. Released fromGeneva, NY in 1978.
Resistant to mildew and cedar apple rust.
Fruits are bright red skinned with sweet
creamy flesh. Vigorous, precocious, and a
heavy cropper. Fruit stores well to at least Feb-
ruary. Zone 4. Harvest mid-October.

McINTOSH 1ST GENERATION
(Emla 106) John McIntosh, a settler in Dundela,
Ontario, planted several seedlings around
1811. One produced these famous apples. The
flesh is soft and slightly tart with high vitamin C
content. Excellent for applesauce. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the original strain.
Zone 4. Harvest mid-September.

MUTSU
(Emla 106, B9) Developed in Japan, 1930’s.
Sweet-tart flavour, Mutsu is excellent for pies
or eating fresh. Keeps its shape when cooked.
The fruit is very large and golden yellow when
ripe. Keeps all winter. Triploid. Zone 4. Harvest
mid-October.

NEWTOWN PIPPIN
(Emla 104, B9) From Newtown, Long Island.
This pre-1759 cultivar develops what has been
described as a unique ‘rich pineapple flavour’
under optimum growing conditions. Medium
sized. Performing very well in our test orchard.
Zone 5. Harvest mid-October.

MELBA
(Emla 106) Melba is a lovely early market apple
or backyard tree for making applesauce! The
fruit is yellow with crimson flush and the crisp,
white skin has a very sweet flavour. Resistant to
cedar apple rust. Zone 4. Harvest late August.

NORTHERN SPY
(Antonovka, Emla 106, B9) For a late season
dual purpose apple, Northern Spy is hard to
beat. From New York state, early 1800’s. Juicy,
mildly sweet honeyed flavour. Makes wonder-
ful pies and is one of Claude Jolicoeur’s top 7
apples for cider in North America. Heavy crop-
per, very vigorous. Zone 4. Harvest late Oct.

GOLDEN DELICIOUS
(Emla 106, B9) Sweet and crisp with golden yel-
low skin and cream coloured flesh. A favourite
for sauce and apple butter. Resistant to pow-
dery mildew. Zone 5. Harvest early Oct.

GALA - ROYAL
(B9) A sport of Gala, Royal Gala is very similar,
it just has more of a red colouring than Gala
Origional. Juicy, crisp, sweet flavour. Zone 5.
Harvest early October.

GLOWING HEART
(B118, Emla 26) Pink-and-white fleshed and
acidic, this one will make you pucker! Makes
an aromatic, rich flavoured jelly. Bred in
Toronto, ON by Fred Jansen, one of the
founders of NAFEX. This unique apple is in its
early years of cultivation, and currently seems
to be grown just by intrepid orchardists’
throughout ON, QC, and the Maritimes. Pro-
duces well in an organic orchard in the Mar-
itimes. Vigorous. Zone 4, possibly hardier. Har-
vest late August.

GOLDRUSH
(Emla 26) Excellent dessert quality fruit, remi-
niscent of it’s parent, Golden Delicious; dis-
tinct spicy, tart flavour mellows in storage to a
balanced sweetness. Great for the organic or-
chard, and stores at least 7 months. Origi-
nated in the 70’s from the Purdue research
program Zone 5. Harvest mid-late October.

IDARED
(B118) Bred in Idaho in the 40’s. Hardy and an
excellent keeper. Sprightly flavour, great for
sauce and baking. Naturally dwarfing growth
habit make it easier to train. Resistant to cedar
apple rust. Zone 3b. Harvest late Oct.

JONAGOLD
(Emla 106, B9) Developed in NY, 1950’s, this
heritage apple is sweet and crunchy with a bal-
ancing touch of acidity that makes it a great
multi-purpose apple. Vigorous and precocious.
Keeps until April. Triploid. Zone 5. Harvest mid-
Oct.

Cider Fresh Baking/Sauce Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant

Not sure how to choose? Out website fea‐
tures a helpful tagging system to help you
pick our certain disease resistances, climate
zones, use, growth habits, etc. Try it today!

Royal Gala Goldrush Grime’s Golden Golden Russet Novamac Jonagold

Liberty Lodi Pristine Newtown Pippin Pink Pearl Prima

HONEYGOLD
(B9) Bred in Minnesota in the 1970’s. Basically
a version of Golden Delicious for the North.
Very hardy, diverse in use, good keeper, mod-
erately vigorous, and generally easy growing -
what’s not to like? Zone 3b. Harvest late Oct.

PINK PEARL
(Emla 106, B9) Not to be confused with Pink
Lady, Pink Pearl is an early-ripening apple that
is crisp with a nice blend of sweet and sharp.
Yellow-pink skin conceals a rosey pink interior.
Zone 5. Harvest late August.

NOVAMAC
(B118, B9) Novamac performs very well in our
test orchard and proven to be very easy to
grow. Developed at Kentville, NS, Novamac
has a nice winey tang but also lots of sweet-
ness. The flesh is firmer than its name-sake,
McIntosh, and it ripens earlier. Very disease re-
sistant, good vigour. Zone 4. Harvest early Sept.

NOVA EASYGRO
(B118, B9) A clear winner for organic orchards.
Resistant to powdery mildew. Flavour is pleas-
ant, sweet, and receives favourable reviews at
our tasting event. Firm, white flesh with per-
fect texture. Very disease resistant, medium
vigour. Zone 3. Harvest mid-Oct.

PRIMA
(Emla 106, B9) A favourite from out test or-
chard! Released 1970 from the PRI disease-re-
sistant breeding program. Large, juicy, and
flavourful. Grown commercially in Italy. Keeps
a few months. Mildew resistant. Zone 4. Har-
vest early October.

“Gardening is not a rational act.”
- Margaret Atwood

Don’t see the variety you’re looking for? Let us know!
We may have it available potted, or in our test orchard for future propagation.
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RHODE ISLAND GREENING
(Emla 106) This large, dark-green, tart cooking
apple is a very old New England variety which
was quite popular in the 1800’s. It is a favourite
for pies, and the apples keep their shape when
cooked. Triploid. Zone 5. Harvest mid-October.

RED GRAVENSTEIN
(Emla 106, B9) This variety is very old (at least
1600’s) and became well known from its place
in the gardens of Gråsten Castle (Schloss
Gravenstein), the summer residence of the
Danish Royal Family. Popular in Canada since
the 1820’s. A good quality, sweet early apple.
Keeps several months. Triploid. Zone 4. Harvest
early September.

SHAMROCK
(Emla 106, B9) Developed in Canada, Shamrock
will grow in the cold white north where Granny
Smith just isn’t hardy. Medium sized fruit with
creamy light green flesh. Nice mix of sweet and
tart. Keeps 3-4 months. Zone 4. Harvest late
Sept.

ROXBURY RUSSET
(Antonovka, Emla 106, B118, B9) This is the old-
est American apple still under cultivation, origi-
nating near Boston in the 1650’s. It is a great
all-purpose apple that is sweet and sharp. This
apple stores exceptionally, and has always
been highly regarded for cider. Good choice for
organic orchards. Zone 5. Harvest late October.

SMOKEHOUSE
(Emla 106, B9) In the 1830’s in Lancaster County
PA, a seedling apple tree grew beside the
smokehouse of William Gibbons. Perhaps it
sprang from a core that some one had tossed
there while they tended the fire. Who knows?
Its sweet, balanced flavour has beendescribes
as “like drinking fresh-pressed cider!” Begins
bearing early and crops annually. Zone 5. Har-
vest mid October.

SHIZUKA
(Emla 106, B9) Shizuka consistently gets good
flavour reviews, and is an excellent fresh eating
apple for farm gate sales. Large yellow-green
fruit with sweet flavour. Good keeper. Zone 4.
Harvest mid-October.

SNOW
(B118, Ott.3) Possibly from seeds brought from
France, originated near Lake Champlain in
Canada in 1730’s. Deep red skin with pure
white flesh and a distinct sweet strawberry
flavour - those who know it love it. Heavy crop-
per. Keeps a couple months. Zone 3. Harvest
mid-October.

WESTFIELD SEEK-NO-FURTHER
(Emla 106, B9) The sharp, nutty flavour is as
unique as this apple’s quaint name! From
Westfield, Massachusetts, 1700’s. Historically a
favourite eating apple, now with potential as
an addition to hard cider blends. Keeps a cou-
ple months. Zone 5. Harvest late Sept.

WINTER BANANA
(Emla 106, B9) Hailing from Indiana, circa
1876. The skin is yellow with red blush and its
aroma is said to be like bananas. The flesh is
sweet with some acid tang. The flavour im-
proves in storage, and the apples can be kept
all winter. Zone 4b. Harvest early October.

WEALTHY
(Emla 106, B9) This apple originated in Minne-
sota in the 1860’s. Wealthy makes splendid ap-
plesauce, but is also good for fresh eating. It
bears early and is well-suited for organic or-
chards. Zone 3. Harvest early September.

WINESAP
(Emla 106, B9) Medium-large red and yellow
skinned, yellow flesh with red streaks. Sweet
with some tang or ‘winey’ flavour. From New
Jersey, pre-1800’s, where it was regarded as a
favourite for cider. Good storage qualities.
Zone 4. Harvest late October.

WOLF RIVER
(B118, B9, Ott.3) An excellent disease resistant
variety for the backyard, developed by a
breeding program in the USA. Has good mild
sweet flavour and crisp flesh. Good for making
juice. The fruit does not ripen all at once, allow-
ing a longer eating season. Resistant cedar ap-
ple rust, and mildew. Zone 3. Harvest early Oct.

YELLOW TRANSPARENT
(B118, B9) Classic early apple (softer texture
and with sharp flavour!), also known as Har-
vest Apple. Very precocious, perfect for sauce.
Does not keep long. Deserves a place in every
home orchard. Zone 3. Harvest late July.

SPARTAN
(Emla 106, B9) Canadian variety from Summer-
land, BC with sweet/acid flavour. Reliable cropper.
Keeps all winter. Resistant to powdery mildew.
Zone 4. Harvest mid Oct.

STRAWBERRY PIPPIN
(Emla 106) Attractive red striped fruit which is
quite firm and sweet. Excellent flavour fresh right
off the tree. In our experience, Strawberry Pippin
does well with minimal care, and is an excellent
choice for the backyard. Zone 5. Harvest early Sept.

ST. LAWRENCE
(B118) The St. Lawrence apple is a Canadian heir-
loom variety originating in the Montreal area. Pop-
ular in bygone days as a pie apple and for fresh
eating. Its boldly striped red skin also makes the
fruit very attractive. Zone 4. Harvest mid-Sept.

TOLMAN SWEET
(Antonovka, B118, B9) A heritage apple, Tolman
Sweet has been highly valued since its discov-
ery in Massachusetts in the early 1800’s. The
fruit are medium-sized with yellow skin, and a
distinctly sweet, dry flesh. Their unusually low
acid content helps to reduce acidity in both
sweet and hard cider. Zone 3. Harvest late Oct.

TSUGARU
(Emla 106, B9) Mild flavour with virtually no acid
and lots of sweetness wrapped in a thick red skin.
Released 1975 in Japan. It is performing very well
in our test orchard, providing an abundance of
nice clean fruit. Keeps 5 months. Zone 4. Harvest
late Oct.

SWEET 16
(Emla 106, B118, B9) Some apples taste better
when grown in colder climates, and Sweet 16 is
one of them. Wonderfully crisp with sugary pure
white flesh, will not disappoint for flavour. Its cold-
hardiness, general disease-resistance, and good
keeping qualities make it a winner for the grower
too. Zone 3. Harvest early Oct. WAGENER

(Emla 106, B9) Wagener is ideal for the self-
sufficient homesteader who values a late
keeper, lasting until April in an ordinary cold
cellar. Sharp when picked, but mellows to an
excellent, sweet apple in storage. Poor vigour,
precocious, compact growth; reliably biennial.
Zone 4. Harvest mid October.

Cider Fresh Baking/Sauce Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant

Red Gravenstein R.I. Greening Grime’s Golden Spartan St. Lawrence Strawberry Pippin

Sweet Sixteen Tsugaru Tolman Sweet Wagener Wealthy Yellow Transparent

Traditional Cider Apples
Over the past few years we have been carefully curating our offerings to include a wide as‐
sortment of traditional cider apples. While many of the apples in the ‘General’ section may
be used to make fine cider, the following apples are prized almost exclusively for their tan‐
nins, flavour, acidity, and sugar content.

BEDAN DES PARTS
(Emla 106) French cider apple from 1800’s,
Normandy. Produces good quality bittersweet
juice. Heavy cropper, and late bloomer. Zone
5. Harvest late November.

BILODEAU
(B118) Promoted by Claude Jolicoeur, after he
discovered it’s fantastic cider qualities. Good
fresh eating and jelly as well - a sweet-tart
treat! Bittersharp, pairs well with Douce de
Charlevoix. Zone 4. Harvest early Sept.

PRISTINE
(Emla 106, B9) Introduced in 1994 in the U.S. It
is very productive and a good keeper for an
early apple. Yellow-gold colour with white flesh
and sharp flavour. Grows wonderfully in our
orchard. Zone 5. Harvest Aug.

“When we plant trees, we plant the seeds of peace
and hope.” - Wangari Maathai
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BINET ROUGE
(B118, B9) Very traditional, one of the ap-
proved varieties by the Appellation d’Origine
Contrôlée in Normandy for use in apple
brandy. Aromatic bittersweet juice. It is preco-
cious and a heavy cropper. Very resistant to
canker. Often used as a pollinator in cider or-
chards due to long bloom period. Zone 5. Har-
vest Late Oct.

BULMER’S NORMAN
(Emla 106, B9) Bulmer’s Norman is a heavy
cropping, English hard cider apple. The fruit is
green skinned and considered a medium bit-
tersweet. The growth is strong and vigorous.
Zone 4. Harvest mid-October.

BROWN SNOUT
(Emla 106, B9) Medium bittersweet English
cider apple, circa 1850. Small fruit that are
sweet, slightly astringent, low-tannin and no
acidity. Name comes from russet around the
calyx. Apparently self-fertile. Zone 4. Harvest
early October.

BANANE AMÈRE
(B118, Emla 106) Discovered by Claude Joli-
coeur, in QC. Very bitter with a mild banana
fragrance. Bittersweet , full bodied and very
tannic, this apple is best at about 10% of a
blend. Zone 4. Harvest late Sept.

CHISEL JERSEY
(Emla 106) A full bittersweet cider apple that is
highly recommended in Canada. High in tan-
nins and sugars, and relatively low in malic
acid. Zone 5. Harvest late October.

DABINETT
(Emla 106, B9) This classic English cider apple
produces a high-quality juice of vintage qual-
ity. Bittersweet. Reliable cropper. Zone 5. Har-
vest early October.

DOMAINE
(Emla 106, B9) Popular as one of the tradi-
tional 13 cultivars of the esteemed Pays
d'Auge region for cider production. Bitter-
sharp, very vigorous. Zone 5. Harvest late Oct.

KINGSTON BLACK
(Emla 106, B9) This bittersharp English cider apple
produces a well-balanced juice, capable of producing
a vintage cider. The fruit is small and dark maroon.
Zone 5. Harvest late October.

HARRY MASTERS JERSEY
(Emla 106, B9) This apple dates back to the nine-
teenth century in Somerset, England. It boasts a
medium-full bittersweet of vintage quality with low
acid. Zone 5. Harvest late October.

GENEVA
(B118, B9) This apple is prized for its deep red
flesh, which presses into a beautiful red juice.
Taste is reminiscent of rhubarb, and is suit-
able for cooking as well. Low sugar / high acid
juice. Trees produce vigorously. Zone 4. Har-
vest mid September.

MARECHAL
(Emla 106, B9) This French cider apple remains
a bit of a mystery. It’s exact origin is unknown,
though with its high tannins, vigorous growth
and high productivity, it is definitely worth
growing. Noted for good general disease re-
sistance. Zone 5. Harvest late Oct.

MÉDAILLE D’OR
(Emla 106, B9) Full bittersweet hard cider vari-
ety from Normandy, 1865. Produces a fruity
juice with high alcohol content due to a high
sugar content and very high tannins. Vintage
quality. Zone 5. Harvest early Nov.

MAJOR
(Emla 106) From 1800’s, England. Produces a
full, aromatic, bittersweet juice and blends
well with Ellis Bitter. Vigorous. Zone 4. Harvest
early October.

KERMERIAN
(Emla 26) French aromatic bittersweet apple
producing vintage quality amber juice. Vigor-
ous and precocious. Zone 4. Harvest mid Oct.

HARRISON
(B118) From New Jersey circa 1800. Consid-
ered one of the best American apples for both
fresh and fermented juice, with a rich bitter-
sweet flavour and excellent mouthfeel. Suit-
able as single varietal cider. Annually produc-
tive. Zone 5. Harvest early November.

FRÉQUIN ROUGE
(Emla 106, B9) A very important cider apple of
Normandy, where it has been grown for cen-
turies. High in tannin, low in acidity, low in
sugar. Spicy. Zone 4. Harvest late September.

ELLIS BITTER
(Emla 106, B9) An old English cider apple, with
good disease resistance, vigour and production.
Medum-bittersweet juice with soft, astringent tan-
nins that are suited for blends. It ripens early com-
pared to many cider apples, and therefore nicely ex-
tends the season. Triploid. Zone 5. Harvest late

FAUXWHELP
(B118, B9)While the history gets blurry with this cul-
tivar, the only thing for sure is, Fauxwhelp is not
Foxwhelp. Fauxwhelp yields big, juicy, pleasantly tart
apples. Zone 5. Harvest late September. MICHELIN

(Emla 106, B9) Originated in Normandy
around 1780’s. This cultivar does very well in
Ontario’s climate, producing a juice with soft
tannins and a medium, bittersweet flavour.
Zone 5. Harvest mid-Sept.

MUSCADET DE DIEPPE
(Emla 106, B9) A favoured cider variety of
France. The fruit is small and orangey-yellow,
and produces a dark juice. Medium tannin and
acid. Sometimes used tomake a single varietal
cider. Zone 4. Harvest September.

PORTER’S PERFECTION
(Emla 106, B118, B9) From Somerset, England.
High acid, medium tannin. Heavy cropper, vig-
orous growth. High performance in colder cli-
mates. Zone 3. Harvest late Oct.

NOËL DES CHAMPS
(Emla 106, B9) Traditional cider apple fromDe-
von, UK. Very juicy, producing amber, bitter-
sweet. Also traditional cooking apple. Preco-
cious. Zone 5. Harvest October.

ROUVILLE
(Emla 106) Another winner fromQC, this apple
has just the right amount of tannins to be deli-
cious fresh or in juice. Mild, sweet flavour. Pro-
duced very well in our test orchard. Zone 3.
Harvest mid Sept.

STEMBRIDGE JERSEY
(Emla 106, B9) Popular in UK since 1950’s.
Overall good disease resistance, producing
high quality bittersweet juice. Quite biennial.
Zone 5. Harvest late October.

SOMERSET REDSTREAK
(Emla 106) Widely planted in the UK. Medium
tannin, high sugar. No sharpness. From Som-
erset, early 1900’s. Good annual cropping.
Zone 5. Harvest early Oct.

STOKE’S RED
(Emla 106, B9) A vintage, bittersharp English
cider apple. Aromatic juice. Medium acid, high
tannin. Originated in Somerset, around 1920.
Heavy cropper. Zone 4. Harvest mid-October.

TREMLETT’S GENEVA BITTER
(Emla 106, B9) The “North American Tremlett’s”. Full
bittersweet: High tannin, high sugar. Precocious,
heavy cropper. Zone 4. Harvest late September.

SWEET COPPIN
(Emla 106, B9) This old English bittersweet
cider apple has a very good but mild flavour. It
is considered full sweet and of vintage quality.
This dual purpose apple can also be enjoyed
fresh. Grows precociously with medium
vigour. Zone 5. Harvest late Oct.

WHITE JERSEY
(Emla 106, B9) This English cider apple from
Somerset is classified as a mild bittersweet.
Does well in the Great Lakes area. Precocious
and heavy cropper. Zone 4. Harvest early Oct.

YARLINGTON MILL
(Emla 106, B9) This is an excellent cider apple
for our climate. It produces a medium bitter-
sweet juice with good flavour. Hardy and vig-
orous. Tends to bear biennially so requires at-
tentive thinning. Zone 4. Harvest late Sept.

RIENE DES POMMES
(B118, Emla 26) Fragrant, unique, bold flavour.
Bittersweet apple from France, 1800’s. Vigor-
ous. Zone 5. Harvest early November.

Cider Fresh Baking/Sauce Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant

BROWN’S APPLE
(Emla 106) English cider apple from Devon,
early 1900’s. Vigorous. Med-high sugar, high
acidity and low to medium tannins; aromatic,
excellent single varietal quality. Zone 3. Har-
vest late September.

DOUCE DE CHARLEVOIX
(Emla 106) Discovered by Claude Jolicoeur,
providing a bittersweet juice with excellent
taste and mouth feel. Blends well 1:1 with
Bilodeau. Preforms best in zone 4, zone 5 be-
ing too mild for optimal production. Testing in
zone 3 is underway. Zone 4. Harvest early Sept.

CAP OF LIBERTY
(Emla 106, B9) Vintage quality cider apple dat-
ing from the 13th century. Full bitter, high
acid. Fruity flavour with bitter aftertaste. Zone
5. Harvest late Sept.

Bulmer’s Norman Dabinett Douce de Charlevoix

Porter’s Perfection Stoke Red Medaille d’Or

“You are not Atlas carrying the world on your
shoulder. It is good to remember that the planet is

carrying you.” - Vandana Shiva
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HARALSON
(B118) Haralson was developed at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota in the early 1900’s and is very
cold hardy. The skin is striped red with russet
dots and the flesh is white, juicy, and of pleas-
ant flavour. Zone 2b. Harvest mid-October.

HYSLOP CRAB
(B118, B9) Brilliant purple-red fruit with lovely
blossoms. Flesh is yellow and juicy when first
ripe, with a sub-acid, astringent flavour. Preco-
cious. Zone 4. Harvest early September.

NORHEY IMPROVED
(B118) This is about the hardiest apple we’ve
come across. Bred in the 60’s to survive harsh
prairie winters. It’s a good, consistent cropper
with a vigorous, upright growth habit. The fruit
is uniform, 6.5 cm diameter with green skin
turning to yellow after picking. Stores 6 weeks.
It has sweet, sub acid flavours and creamy
crisp flesh. Zone 1. Harvest late August.

KERR CRAB
(B118, B9) Kerr is a crabapple-apple cross. The
fruit is dark red and is good enough to eat fresh
unlike true crabapples. The fruit is small and
keeps very well. Zone 2. Harvest late Septmber.

THUNDERCHILD
(B118) These purple-red crabapples make a
gorgeous jelly and add a warm hue and spark
of acidity when used in cider blends. Good dis-
ease resistance. Zone 4. Harvest late October.

RESCUE
(B118) Apple-crabapple cross. Small fruit with
good, sweet-tart flavour and firm texture. Zone
2. Harvest late August.

PARKLAND
(B118) The fruit is small with creamy flesh and
yellow and red skin. One of the better cold
hardy varieties for quality. Keeps about 2
months. Zone 2. Harvest early August.

NORLAND
(B118) A very cold hardy variety. The fruit is
medium sized with sweet flesh. Bears heavy
annual crops starting early in the life of the
tree. Zone 2. Harvest mid-August.

WESTLAND
(B118) A medium-sized cold-hardy pie apple.
Excellent for the prairies and northern regions.
Keeps for a month or two after picking. Zone 2.
Harvest mid-August.

Applecrabs & Crabapples
The term ‘crabapple’ is used to describe species generally less sweet and smaller than the
common apple, but which provide us with unique flavours, and cold-hardiness. When com‐
mon apples and crabapples are crossed, the results are applecrabs—varieties that typically
are more cold-hardy than common apples, but of better eating quality than crabapples. All
of these varieties require a pollinator and are excellent pollinators thanks to smaller fruit,
therefore more blossoms!

CHESTNUT
(B118, B9) The Chestnut crabapple is sweet and
large for a crabapples. Some russet spreads
over its rosy-red skin. Resistant to Cedar Apple
Rust. Zone 2. Harvest late Aug.

DOLGO CRAB
(B118) A true crabapple, containing enough
pectin to make a wonderful jelly with only it’s
own juice with some honey to sweeten! Re-
freshing fresh if you like enjoy a nice tart pick-
me-up. Used in cider blends for acidity. Zone 2.
Harvest late August.

Chestnut Haralson Kerr Norland Parkland

Moorpark Goldcot

APRICOT
Prunus armeniaca

Who can resist the flavour of a fresh, tree-ripened apricot? Yet, this favourite fruit presents
some unique challenges to the grower. It is important to consider that the blossoms are very
frost-tender and open very early. Choosing a sheltered planting site greatly improves the
chance of a harvest, as well as planting on the north side of a building/tree line, etc., which
will help delay bloom time until threat of frost is (hopefully) over. Most of the varieties we
offer are self-pollinating, so two trees are not required. All fruit is freestone.

GOLDCOT
An early and notably hardy cultivar. Goldcot is
known to be productive and dependable. The
flesh is sweet and flavourful. Natural semi-
dwarf growth habit. Self pollinating. Zone 4.
Harvest late July.

HARLAYNE
Developed at the Harrow Research Station in
Ontario. Tolerates -30°C. Sweet flesh, medium-
size fruit with a pretty red blush and freestone
pit make this variety a great choice! Best fresh,
but can be processed. Requires a pollinator.
Zone 4. Harvest late August.

MOORPARK
Circa pre-1700’s, this old-world apricot has
been grown for centuries in a multitude of
counrties! Produces large, fragrant, sweet and
juicy fruit – excellent fresh off the tree. Self pol-
linating. Zone 5. Harvest August.

VEECOT
Developed in ON and matures about one week
after Goldcot. The skin is an intense dark or-
ange colour when ripe. The flesh is juicy and
smooth-textured - a succulent treat fresh!
Good general disease resistance aside from
some susceptibility to bacterial spot. Self polli-
nating. Zone 5. Harvest early August.

VELVAGLO
High quality, large fruit with juicy, flavourful
flesh. Lighter orange skin than Veecot. A good
choice for farmer’s markets or roadside sales.
Self pollinating. Zone 5. Harvest early August.

DEBBIE’S GOLD
A promising new apricot variety for us. Very
cold hardy and late blooming, which improves
the chance of a crop in our climate. Small (3-4
cm) fruit with sweet flavour. Self pollinating.
Zone 3. Harvest late August.

Cider Eating Preserves Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant

NORKENT
(B118) Pleasant, aromatic, one of the best fresh
eating apples for cold climates, yielding size-
able 7cm fruits. Keeps 3 months. Precocious.
Zone 2. Harvest late Aug.

PHOTO CONTEST!
We are looking for photos! Have a picture
of your tree from us? Did you make a tasty
creation with it? We are having a year long
photo contest, to give participants time to
get some shots with their favourite fruit
tree/fruit use/fruit moment! August 2022,
we will draw the winner. Your name gets
entered once for each unique photo you
submit. Email photos to sales@silver-

creeknursery.ca

1ST PLACE: $100
GIFT CARD!

2ND PLACE: $50
GIFT CARD!

3RD PLACE: $25
GIFT CARD!
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BONNE LOUISE DE JERSEY
(OHxF 97) From Normandy, 1700’s. Small
sweet fruit keeps well. Dwarfed growth habit -
good for espalier. Zone 5. Harvest late Sept.

ANJOU
(OHxF 87) Anjou is a popular pear due to its
good eating quality and flavour. It also keeps
well. The skin is greenish yellow, and the flesh
is firm and sports a hint of yellow. Zone 5. Har-
vest late October.

BARTLETT
(OHxF 97, PQ with Old Home interstem) Syn:
William’s Bon Chretien. The leading cultivar in
Ontario and North America. Productive; large
greenish-yellow fruit with delectable flavour.
Zone 5. Harvest early September.

BOSC
(OHxF 97) Bosc pears are long and slender
with golden brown russetted skin. The flesh is
of high quality, very sweet, and the pears store
much better than most varieties. Zone 5. Har-
vest late September.

BUTIRRA PRECOCE MORETTINI
(OHxF 97) This is an excellent early ripening
pear that is sweet and juicy. Yellow skin with
red flush. Stores well. Zone 5. Harvest late Aug.

DOYENNÉ DE COMICE
(OHxF 97) An old French variety dating from
1849 and considered one of the finest pears
for fresh eating. The fruit is medium in size
with pale yellow skin and juicy, pale yellow
flesh. Needs to ripen off the tree for about one
month. Zone 5. Harvest early October.BEURRÉ GIFFARD

(OHxF 97) The earliest ripening pear we offer.
Sweet, crisp, white flesh with excellent flavour.
Keeps for a couple months, good pollinator
for other pears, well suited for organic grow-
ing. Zone 5. Harvest early August.

CLAPP’S FAVOURITE
(OHxF 87) An old variety that bears regularly,
excellent quality fruit. Good flavour, but does
not store long. Zone 4. Harvest late Aug.

CONFERENCE
(OHxF 97) An old variety that is very popular in
Europe. The fruit is long and slender and cov-
ered with speckled russet. The flavour is pleas-
ant and sweet. It can be eaten right off the tree
and will keep for a couplemonths. Zone 4. Har-
vest late September.

A pear tree is an excellent addition to the backyard or orchard. Although slow to start bear-
ing, pears are hardy and reliable producers requiring less attention than most other types
of fruit trees. While some pears are partially self fertile, we recommend planting at least
two different cultivars for reliable pollination; European and Asian pears do cross pollinate.
Pears ripen from the inside out, and therefore typically should be picked when the fruit is
still a bit hard. They then can fully ripen off the tree - especially important if it is a winter
pear. A slight softening at the stem end will indicate the fruit ripe.

EUROPEAN PEAR
Pyrus communis

FLEMISH BEAUTY
(OHxF 87, PQ) Cold hardiness and good flavour
makes this a popular variety. The fruit is large
without much neck, greenish-yellow, and
sweet and juicy. Keeps for a month or two.
Zone 3. Harvest late Sept.

HARROW DELIGHT
(OHxF 97) Introduced from the pear breeding
program at Harrow, Ontario. The fruit is green
with red blush when mature with sweet, juicy
flesh. Keeps about one month. Zone 5. Har-
vest late August.

SECKEL
(OHxF 97) Although it is small in size, this heir-
loom is colloquially referred to as a sugar
pear, due to is sweet flavour. Excellent dessert
pear. Zone 5. Harvest mid-Sept.

RED CLAPP’S FAVOURITE
(OHxF 97) A natural mutation of the beloved
Clapp’s pear, discovered in 1950’s. Soft, melt-
ing flesh, deep red/maroon skin when fully
ripe. Zone 4. Harvest late August.

BARLAND
(OHxF 97) From 17th century England, this bit-
tersharp perry pear can be used in vintages or
blends. Still widely grown in the UK. Zone 5.
Harvest early October.

BLAKENEY RED
(OHxF 97) English perry pear circa 1800’s.
Medium sharp profile. Firm and juicey, pro-
ductive & vigorous. Zone 4. Harvest early Oct.

NORMANNISCHEN-CIDERBIRNE
(OHxF 97) Popular in Austria and France, these
small russeted pears produce high quality
juice for perry. Zone 5. Harvest mid September.

NORTON BUTT
(OHxF 97) Bittersharp heirloom variety which
ferment to an astringent, fruit perry. Vigorous,
good keeper. Zone 5. Harvest early November.

HENDRE HUFFCAP
(OHxF 97) An English perry pear that makes a
light juice. Low to medium acidity and low tan-
nin. Trees bear heavily and reliably. Zone 5.
Harvest early October.

GELBMOSTLER
(OHxF 97) Dates back to 1800’s Lake Con-
stance, where it is still grown. It doesn’t keep
well, however is prized for its high disease re-
sistance and juicy and astringent flavour.
Sugar content of 10-11% by weight. Zone 5.
Harvest late September.

GIN
(OHxF 97) The small fruit of this pear are used
chiefly for perry, producing a good quality
juice of medium tannins and acidity. The har-
vested fruit can be kept up to a month until
pressing. Zone 5. Harvest late September.

GOLDEN SPICE
(OHxF 97) A Ussurian variety with excellent
cold-hardiness. The fruit is small with a red
blush. Sweet, spicey flavour. Great for making
perry and at peak ripeness, very tasty fresh.
Zone 3. Harvest mid-September.

SENSATION RED BARTLETT
(OHxF 97) A sport of Bartlett, this pear has the
best of Bartlett with a higher sugar content
and cheery red skin. Zone 5. Harvest mid-Sept.

THORNE
(OHxF 97) Most reliable of the English perry
pears for Canadian growing. High acidity and
tannin levels. Regular annual bearing. Zone 5.
Harvest late Sept.

TAYNTON SQUASH
(OHxF 97) This ancient perry pear from Tayn-
ton England is mentioned as early as 1611.
Medium acid, low tannin. Blets in 2 days.
Heavy cropper with 4-5 cm round fruits. Zone
5. Harvest September.

SUMMERCRISP
(OHxF 97) Summercrisp is an early cold-hardy
pear. The fruit are average-sized with green
skin and red blush. Zone 3. Harvest mid-Sept.

WINNALS LONGDON
(OHxF 97) High quality perry pear, used in
blend which won the Long Ashton Perry com-
petition many years in a row. Medium to high
acid and low tannin. Vigorous growth, heavy
cropper and quite suitable for organic produc-
tion. Zone 5. Harvest mid-Oct.

Traditional Perry Pears
Pyrus communis

As with cider apples, there are a collection of classic perry pears: varieties which have a long‐
standing history in the use of making a fermented pear-based beverage that we call perry. A
unique process when making perry is the ‘pre-ferment’ called bletting, where the fruit is inten‐
tionally left to (basically) begin to rot a little. This lowers the tannins and heightens the sugars.

Perry Fresh Baking/Sauce Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant

Red Clapp’s
Favourite

Harrow Delight Butirra Precoce
Morettini

Golden Spice Summercrisp
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CHOJURO
A popular heritage Japanese pear variety dat-
ing from 1895. The fruit is large, flat-shaped
with brown skin. Flesh is very sweet and crisp.
Keeps all winter. Zone 5. Harvest mid-Sept.

MEIGETSU
'Meigetsu' roughly translates to 'beautiful
moon'. Soft flesh with unique sweet flavour;
notes of watermelon, pineapple and butter-
scotch. Zone 5. Harvest late October.

PING-GUO-LI
Sweet juicy melting goodness! This pear is
very sweet and similar in flavour to a Euro-
pean pear. Has performed very well in our
test orchard. Good cold-hardiness. Zone 5.
Harvest late September.

MISHIRASU
Extra large fruit with a sweet, mild flavour and
a nice crunch. Stores all winter. Skin is brown
and russeted,. Zone 5. Harvest early Oct.

COMPACT VAN
Compact Van bears bright red, firm-fleshed
fruit with good flavour. This variety is a genetic
variant of the Van variety with a less-vigorous
growth habit, hence the name “compact”. Typ-
ical mature height is 8-10 feet (2.5-3m). Zone 5.
Harvest late July. S.P.

COMPACT STELLA
Bears very dark red heart-shaped fruit. This va-
riety is a genetic variant of the Stella variety
with a less-vigorous growth habit, hence the
name “compact”. Typical mature height is 8-10
feet (2.5-3m). Excellent pollinator for other va-
rieties. Zone 5. Harvest late July. S.P.

WINDSOR
Originated on the farm of James Dougall,
Windsor, Ontario, in the 1800’s. Flesh is firm
and of good quality. Cold hardy. Less prone to
bird damage due to branching pattern. Zone 5.
Harvest late July. S.P.

HEDELFINGEN
An excellent quality sweet cherry that is very
popular in Ontario. The trees begin to bear at
a young age, are resistant to cracking, and the
blossoms are very tolerant of frost. Hedelfin-
gen is dark red in colour with faint speckles,
softer flesh, juicy, and delicious. Zone 5. Har-
vest late July. Requires a pollinator.

SKEENA
Developed in BC, these large, firm fleshed,
deep red cherries are very sweet with a touch
of acidity. Medium vigour, precocious, reliable
cropper. Zone 5. Harvest early August. S.P.

RAINIER
Rainier are delicious yellow-skinned, yellow-
fleshed sweet cherries. They are exceptionally
sweet with good general disease resistance.
Zone 5. Harvest July. Requires a pollinator.

STELLA
These large, very dark red, shiny cherries are
a feast for the eyes as well as the mouth! Flesh
is medium firm. Stella is an excellent pollina-
tor for other varieties. Zone 5. Harvest late July.
S.P.

BING
Large, firm, shiny black cherries with good
flavour. Quite popular in commercial orchards,
though some susceptibility to cracking. Very
productive, uniform cropper . Zone 5. Harvest
mid July. Requires a pollinator.

LAPINS
Quite similar to Bing, with large deep purple
cherries. Good, mild flavour, resistant to
cracking. Medium precocity, high vigour. Zone
5. Harvest mid July. S.P.

CRIMSON PASSION
Dwarf sour cherry bush from the University of
Saskatchewan. Large fruit, excellent for fresh
eating or processing. Firmer texture than
Julier. Crimson Passion is the sweetest of the
three bush cherries that we offer. Reaches 10’
at maturity. Zone 4. Harvest mid July.

JULIET
Dwarf sour cherry bush from the University of
Saskatchewan. Good yield with medium-sized
fruit, with a nice balance of sweet and tart,
and softer, succulent flesh. Excellent variety
for the fresh market or processing. Reaches 8’
at maturity. Zone 4. Harvest mid July.

METEOR
Winter hardiness, reliable cropping, and good
resistance to leaf spot make Meteor a good
choice for the backyard. The fruit is bright red
with yellow flesh. Meteor is an amarelle type
sour cherry, similar to Montmorency. It is ex-
cellent for making pie. Zone 3. Harvest late
June.

MONTMORENCY
Montmorency is the old standby of sour cher-
ries in Canada. This amarelle variety comes
from France, and is over 400 years old. Pro-
duces bright red cherries, perfect for making
cherry pie! Zone 4. Harvest late June.

ROMEO
Dwarf sour cherry bush from the University of
Saskatchewan. Sweet and tart, good for juice,
pie, or fresh eating if you enjoy the fuller
flavours of sour cherries. Grows up to 6-8’ at
maturity. Zone 4. Harvest late July.

NORTH STAR
A morello type sour cherry with deep red skin
and dark meaty flesh. Dark juice. The trees
have a compact and weeping growth habit,
making them an attractive addition to your
yard. Very hardy, resistant to leaf spot and
brown rot. Excellent flavour. Zone 3. Harvest
late July.

Baking Fresh Eating Preserves Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant

Asian pears are wonderful low maintenance tree! They are regular, prolific producers in out
test orchards. Asian pears, sometimes called Apple Pears, are crunchy and sweet, with a
mild flavour. While some pears are partially self fertile, we recommend planting at least two
different cultivars for reliable pollination; European and Asian pears do cross pollinate.

ASIAN PEAR
Pyrus pyrifolia

Such a treat right off the tree - there’s something very special in the act of enjoying a juicy,
sun-warmed cherry on a hot summers day! Some sweet cherries are self-pollinating, and
these are noted in the variety descriptions (S.P.). Otherwise, two different varieties are re-
quired. Sweets and sours don’t cross pollinate.

SWEET CHERRY
Prunus avium

Sour cherries are a rewarding fruit to grow: beautiful, hardy, and a classic for pie! They
are self-pollinating, though will yield larger and more plentifully with another different
variety to cross pollinate.

SOUR CHERRY
Prunus cerasus

“We are a part of everything that is be‐
neath us, above us, and around us. Our

past is our present, our present is our fu‐
ture, and our future is seven generations

past and present.”
- Winona LaDuke
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REDHAVEN
Redhaven is the most popular peach in North Amer-
ica. The fruit is attractive, juicy, and flavourful. It
ripens over an extended period requiring multiple
pickings. The flesh is slow to brown. Precocious. Zone
5. Harvest mid-August.

RELIANCE
Reliance is a very hardy variety, fruiting after a winter
low of -32°C. The trees are very productive and fast
growing. The fruit is medium size, the skin is a dull
red colour over yellow, and the flesh is bright yellow
with freestone pit. This variety is resistant to bacterial
leaf spot. Zone 5. Harvest mid-August.

HARROW DIAMOND
This Canadian variety boasts slightly firmer fruit,
medium in size, mostly freestone, and of good
flavour. A favourite for home canning. Like Red-
haven, it is non-browning. Resistant to bacterial leaf
spot and brown rot. Earliest ripening of our peaches.
Zone 5. Harvest late July.

CANADIAN HARMONY
Large, juicy, freestone fruit with excellent flavour.
Less suitable for big growers because of soft flesh,
but well-suited for the backyard. Tolerant to bacterial
leaf spot. Ripens right after Redhaven. Very flavour-
ful and juicy. Zone 5. Harvest late August

COOKE’S JUMBO
Orginally from Turkey. Intensely flavourful, tart, and
aromatic, these fruits stand out for their use in
sauces, baking, jellies, or candied. Zone 5b. Harvest
late September.

GIANT OF ZAGREB
Hailing from Yugoslavia, this variety produces large
fruit up to 8cm wide, with greenish-yellow skin and
firm white flesh. Flavour is mild (for a quince!). This is
one of the hardiest varieties of quince available. Zone
5b. Harvest late September. QUINCE OF PORTUGAL

Fruit can weigh up to 1lb. and are juicier than other
quince. Picked ripe, this quince cooks to a lovely
crimson coloured puree, and is said to be one of the
most flavourful varieties. Zone 5b. Harvest late Sept.

LATE ITALIAN
Large blue European plum with yellow
flesh. Excellent for drying. Zone 5. Harvest
late Sept. Requires a pollinator.

BURBANK
Excellent for home orchards with large, red to
purple fruit of good flavour, developed by
Luther Burbank. Popular Japenese type. Cling-
stone. Zone 5. Harvest early Aug. Requires a
pollinator.

EARLY GOLDEN
Early Golden is a very popular Japanese
plum. Very sweet, medium-sized, and has
yellow flesh with a red blush. Low suscepti-
bility to black knot. Zone 5. Harvest late July.
Requires a pollinator.

GREENGAGE
European plum. Popular as a high-quality
dessert fruit. Compact growth. Zone 4. Har-
vest mid September. S.P.

DAMSON
Small, round, freestone fruit with a deep
blue/purple skin and spicy yellow flesh. Su-
perb for cooking & preserving. Blooms late
avoiding early frosts. Zone 5. Harvest late
September. S.P. MOUNT ROYAL

Mount Royal is a Canadian classic of excel-
lent flavour and good cold-hardiness. The
fruit is blue-skinned with sweet jammy yel-
low freestone flesh. European type. Zone 4.
Harvest late August. S.P.

MIRABELLE
Super sweet, flavourful with soft, juicy flesh.
Small yellow fruit is exquisite as a dessert
plum, but also used in jams, chutneys and
schnapps. European type. Zone 4. Harvest
early September. S.P.

“Every individual matters. Every individual has a
role to play. Every individual makes a difference.”

- Jane Goodall

The irresistible peach tree with its delectable fruit may well be the most challenging of fruit
trees to grow. The varieties we offer are among the most reliable and cold-hardy, but care-
ful site selection and care are still necessary for success. Peaches are self-pollinating,
though as with any self-pollinating fruit tree, you may get better yields with a pollination
partner.

PEACH
Prunus persica

A diverse group, plums include many unique and tasty fruits. Less popular, perhaps, than
their apricot and peach cousins, plums deservemore attention. They are generally more dis-
ease-resistant and hardier, producing rewarding crops with less effort. Pollinators are gen-
erally required, although some varieties are self-pollinating (marked S.P.). Generally, Euro-
pean plums pollinate each other and Japanese plums pollinate each other.

PLUM
Prunus sp.

Obscure and unique, quince is prized for savoury dishes, baking and preserves. Incredibly
flavourful and tart, cooked and pureed, it makes a delicious substitute/addition to apple-
sauce, and it’s juice can be added to cider blends for a unique flavour profile. Fruit will fur-
ther ripen for a few weeks after picking and become intoxicatingly aromatic when fully ripe.
Quince are not very hardy, and are self-pollinating but will produce more with another
quince of a different variety to pollinate.

QUINCE
Cydonia oblonga

Reliance Greengage

Mirabelle Early Golden Italian Plum

Shiro

Toka

SHIRO
An early Japanese variety. Skin is yellow with
juicy yellow clingstone flesh. Keeps 2-4 weeks.
Zone 5. Harvest early Aug. Requires a Pollinator.

STANLEY
Blue skinned European prune type with yel-
low flesh. Bears at a young age. Excellent for
drying. Zone 5. Harvest mid-September. S.P.

TOKA
American x Japanese hybrid plum. Very aro-
matic with a distinct bubblegum flavour.
Bright red skin and yellow freestone flesh.
Zone 4. Harvest early September. S.P.

Baking Fresh Eating Preserves Fireblight Resistant Scab Resistant
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AMERICAN HAZEL - Corylus americana
Thicket forming native shrub producing nutri-
tious hazelnuts and fodder for animals. Excellent
species to incorporate into a pasture/grazing sys-
tem. Zone 5. Harvest Oct. Plant 2+ for pollination.

ASPARAGUS - Asparagus officinalis
A favourite spring perennial vegetable! We grow
Spartacus F-1, an ideal variety for organic produc-
tion producing early, uniform stalks. 1 year old
crowns. Zone 3. Harvest May.

AUTUMN OLIVE - Elaeagnus umbellata
Nitrogen fixer producing small edible speckled
pink berries with a mild tart flavour. Can take
over, be sure to plant in a controlled area. Zone 5.
Harvest mid-late September.

COMFREY - Symphytum
This classic permaculture plant grows incredibly
deep tap roots, pulling rich nutrients up from
deep below the soil surface. It’s a living mulch, as
it ‘molts’ 2-3 times/season then grows back fresh.
Comfrey has medicinal uses as well, and can be
used in compost tea as it is high in calcium and
potassium. It reaches about 4ft/1m in height and
will slowly spread over the years. Zone 5.

CATALPA - Catalpa speciosa
Fast growing tree, with beautiful large orchid-like
flowers. Rot resistant wood, this tree is valued for
fence posts. While no parts are edible, most parts
of the tree have been used medicinally for vari-
ous ailments. Zone 4.

BLACK LOCUST - Robinia pseudoacacia
This nitrogen fixing tree is native as far north as
Pennsylvania. While considered invasive in south-
ern Ontario, it can be a powerful ally: it’s a pioneer
species, thriving in highly disturbed areas as a re-
generative tree and as erosion control . Bees ap-
preciate its blooms, which are edible and used to
add sweetness and a floral aroma from jams to
seasonal veg patties. Zone 5. May for flowers.

BLACK WALNUT - Juglans nigra
Beautiful fast growing tree, producing delicious
syrup when its sap is boiled and nuts with a
stronger flavour than English Walnuts. Beware
the juglones in the roots however, as they are
toxic to a variety of other species. Zone 4. Harvest
late Feb. to March for syrup, Oct. for nuts.

BUTTERNUT - Juglans cinerea
Considered an endangered species in Ontario,
the nuts of this tree have been enjoyed for cen-
turies. Produces excellent sap for syrup too. The
juglones in the roots are toxic to a variety of other
species. Zone 3. Harvest October.

BITTER HICKORY - Carya cordiformis
A.k.a pecan hickory, though it does not produce
edible nuts. Hard durable wood, makes nice chips
for smoking. Zone 4.

Redbud Bloom Dogwood Bloom Autumn Olive HackberriesCatalpa Bloom ENGLISH WALNUT - Juglans regia
An Old World nut tree, our hardy seed source is
from an enormous old tree North of Stratford.
Ontario grown English Walnuts are sweeter than
California grown. Sap may be boiled for Walnut
Syrup. The juglones in the roots are toxic to a va-
riety of species. Zone 5b. Harvest October for nuts,
March for syrup.

GOLDEN CHAIN - Laburnum anagy‐
roides
All parts of this tree are toxic. Produces a stun-
ning abundance of 10-12 inch ‘golden chains’ of
flowers late spring. Nitrogen fixing, native. Zone 5.

CHOKECHERRY - Prunus virginiana
As the name suggests, small dark purple fruit is
edible but quite astringent! Can be used in pre-
serves. Native understory shrub. Zone 5. Harvet
late August.

EASTERN REDBUD - Cercis canadensis
This native tree puts on a show-stopping bloom
period (bees love it!) every spring producing mil-
lions of edible citrusy flowers, and grows well in
any soil type. The pods it produces are edible too,
best when young and fried. Zone 5. Harvest May.

EASTERN FLOWERING DOGWOOD
- Cornus florida
Lovely small native tree, considered endangered
in Ontario. Produces fine-grained wood, pre-
ferred for intricate carving. Most parts of the
tree have various medicinal uses. Zone 5.

HACKBERRY - Celtis occidentalis
Their growth habit resembles the beutiful Ameri-
can elm, without the disease issues. Both birds
and butterflies enjoy this native tree. The sweet,
small fruit taste like dates, and have a crunchy pit.
Thanks to it’s unusual level of proteins, calories,
and vitamins they helped fuel homo erectus a
millenia ago - shells of hackberries have been
found in ancient cave sites. Zone 3. Harvest Sep-
tember.

GRANDMA BARBARA-ANNE RHUBARB
Rheum rhabarbarum
Grandma Barbara-Anne grew this variety in her
homestead near Poplar Hill. It has been used in a
multitude of crisps, jams, tarts, sauces, and pies,
enjoyed through the generations. Rhubarb is nu-
tritious, easy to grow, and attracts pollinators
with its showy bloom. This perennial creates a de-
licious ground cover. Zone 4. Harvest May.

HEARTNUT - Juglans ailantifolia var.
cordiformis
These trees produce an abundance of tasty heart
shaped nuts. Sensitive to spring frost for nut pro-
duction, so best planted in a sheltered location.
Zone 5b. Harvest late June to early Aug. Plant 2+
for pollination.

HONEY LOCUST - Gleditsia triacanthos
This native tree benefits many, including bees,
wildlife, and even humans: they can use the
sweet contents of the pods in brewing beer.
Honey Locusts tend to grow impressive thorns
that can be used as pins or nails too. Mixed
sources on nitrogen fixation ability. Zone 5.

Not all of these plants are edible!
Always remember to identify species

and research them before you eat them.

HORSERADISH - Armoracia Rusticana
This spicy root is a wonderful addition to an or-
chard; brimming with culinary uses andmedicinal
potential (excellent flue fighter, and sinus decon-
gestant), horseradish is very easy to grow. Zone 4.

“Every leaf speaks bliss to me,
fluttering from the autumn tree.”

- Emily Brontë

Each plant below lends a helping hand to enrich the environment around your fruit trees,
and aids in lowering maintenance through symbiotic, biodiverse systems. For example by
planting ‘nitrogen fixers’ throughout your orchard, you will reduce your need to fertilize
with nitrogen (the most common input for commercial orchards), as these specific plants
form a special relationship with fungi in the soil (mychhorizea) and convert nitrates into
nitrogen and hold, or ‘fix’, it in the soil for other plants to then use. Commonly nitrogen
fixers have visible root nodules (as with legumes), which create the symbiotic relationship.
All seeds/mother plants are sourced from our farm or locally within Ontario, with the excep-
tion of Siberian C peaches (seed stock from BC).

PERENNIAL PLANTS
& SEEDLINGS

AMERICAN PERSIMMON
SEEDLING - Diospyros virginiana
A unique fruit tree! Fruit must be extremely ripe
before eating, but the wait is worth is for the suc-
culent sweet treat! Fruit can withstand freezing
and hang onto the tree until December. Trees are
hardy to zone 4, but usually only ripen in zone 5 .
Zone 4-5. Harvest July-Aug. Plant 2+ for good polli-
nation.

KENTUCKY COFFEE - Gymnocladus
dioicus
Nitrogen-fixing. Seeds may be roasted and used
as a coffee substitute, but be aware the raw seeds
are toxic. This tree boasts the largest leaves of
any native tree, and it’s considered a threatened
species in Ontario. Zone 5.
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ROSE BUSHES - Rosa rugosa
Another friend of the bees, rose bushes produce
rose hips: small, seedy ‘berries’ high vitamin C
and antioxidants. They can be eaten raw, but in
our experience they lend themselves nicely to tea
or jam. The fresh petals make an elegant addition
to a salad. We have 2 options available: Rugosa
Roses and a mix of various species. Zone 5. Har-
vest June-Aug.

ROSE OF SHARON - Hibiscus syriacus
A.K.A. Common Hibiscus. A bush for bees and us,
producing edible leaves and pink, nutty flavoured
flowers. Zone 5. Harvest July-Aug.

PAW PAW SEEDLING - Asimina triloba
These rare native trees are gaining in popularity,
thanks to their curious fruit. The 4” long green,
bean-shaped fruit contain a yellow creamy filling
that tastes vibrantly tropical. Large seeds are
studded throughout the fruit, making pulp extrac-
tion a little tedious. Enjoy fresh or in baking as you
would bananas. Zone 5b.

OAK - Quercus spp.
We are pleased to offer a variety of Red, Burr and
English oaks. The mighty oak stands about 30
meters tall once fully grown. Their acorns are all
edible, though must not be eaten raw. Pigs and
many other animals also enjoy acorns. Zone 5.

NANNYBERRY - Viburnum lentago
Native 10’ tall bush bearing sweet edible blue,
jammy textured berries. Zone 3. Harvest mid Sept.

MULBERRY - Morus sp.
Grown from local seed, we can’t be sure the species
but they most resemble the native red mulberries
with deep purple berries and matte leaves. Prolific
lovely sweet fruit (and leaves) that can be enjoyed by
all: birds, insects, livestock and humans! Zone 5. Har-
vest late June.

PEACH SEEDLING - Prunus persica
We have 3 options of peach seedlings: Siberian C
(typically used for rootstock, but quite edible
too!), Vivid (from Niagara), and seedlings from
our peach trees in the test orchard (mixed Vet-
eran and Redhaven). They can be grafted or left
to grow out into their own unique variety; stone
fruits don’t typically vary as much as apples when
planted from seed, so chances are good you will
get something enjoyable. Zone 5. Harvest July-
Aug.

SEA BUCKTHORN -Hippophae rham‐
noides
More economical than a cultivated variety, and no
guarantee between male or female plants (and
therefore fruit), this is a great option for living fences
or barriers. These hardy shrubs stand out for their
nitrogen fixing ability, use as animal fodder (young
shoots), and ability to withstand road salt and ju-
glones. The leaves may be used in teas. Zone 4.

ULTRA NORTHERN PECAN - Carya illi‐
noinensis
Thanks to selective growing and the intrepid per-
sistence of some nut growing enthusiasts, we can
grow pecans in Ontario! This tree reaches 20 m.
Zone 6. Harvest October. Plant 2+ for pollination.

SUGAR MAPLE - Acer saccharum
The mighty maple - prized for its sap which has a
longstanding tradition in production of maple
syrup. We enjoy a spring tonic tea of sap boiled
about 10 min with some clippings of Hemlock.
Zone 3. Harvest sap late Feb-March.

SIBERIAN PEA SHRUB - Caragana ar‐
borescens
A classic permaculture plant: nitrogen fixing, very
hardy, disease resistant, drought tolerant, and edi-
ble. Enjoy the flowers and young pods fresh, and the
older pods cooked. Zone 2.

PUSSY WILLOW - Salix sp.
Aside from the lovely ornamental aspect of pussy wil-
lows, it’s an early pollen source for bees, and has
many medicinal uses. An excellent plant for wet-
lands. Zone 4.

QUINCE SEEDLING - Cydonia oblonga
Sourced from a very old mother tree on a local farm
that was taken down last fall. We’ve enjoyed the fruit
for a few years, and the previous owners for genera-
tions. Growth habit more like a bush than tree, pro-
ducing large crops of lovely quince fruits, self-polli-
nating, reliable in our climate. Zone 5.

SHAGBARK HICKORY - Carya ovata
Native to Southern Ontario and more common
than the Shellbark Hickory, this species produces
an abundance of small hickory nuts every fall.
Reaches 90’. Zone 5. Harvest late Oct.

SHINING SUMAC - Rhus copallinum
Native to Ontario prized for naturalizing areas.
They tend to form groves, and make excellent
play areas for children with a prime fort building
growth habit (according to Steph). The fuzzy red
berries make a lovely rosy lemonade like drink.
Wood is distinct when turned with attractive dark
growth rings. Zone 5. Harvest Aug-Sept.

SWEET CHESTNUT - Castanea sativa x
mollissima
This tree has incredible potential as a truly sustain-
bable food source for humans. High in vitamins and
starch, the nuts can be used to make a flour food sta-
ple, or pressed for oil to be made into biofuel. Chi-
nese (blight resistance) hybrid crossed with American
(hardiness), reaches 15m. Zone 5. Harvest November.
Plant 2+ for pollination.

SPICE BUSH - Lindera benzoin
You can reduce your carbon footprint of herbs with
this native sweet, aromatic bush. Use the leaves and
berries in place of cinnamon, nutmeg or allspice. At-
tracts butterflies. Zone 4. Harvest year round.

WISTERIA - Fabaceac spp.
Beautiful, dramatic purple-flowering perennial
vine. Seeds & pods are poisonous but flowers are
edible in moderation. Nitrogen fixer. Zone 5.

“Better than any argument is to rise
at dawn and pick dew-wet red berries
in a cup.” - Wendell Berry

BERRIES &
VINES

ARONIA BERRIES - Aronia melanocarpa
Aka Chokeberries, not to be confused with chokecherries! These berries are like easy-to-
grow blueberries, with a little less sweetness and more earthy flavours. Still quite tasty
fresh, but also great for compotes, sauces, jams, juice, etc. Harvest up to 38lb fruit/bush.
Self pollinating.

VIKING
Selected for production, this variety is popular
in Europe, producing a bounty of glossy black
berries. Native. Zone 4. Harvest August.

MCKENZIE
Blue-black firm fruit with vigorous growth and
good production. Easy to pick clusters. Native.
Zone 4. Harvest August.

BLUERAY
Highbush. Large, sweet, berries with high qual-
ity flavour, excellent for home growers. Grows
4-6’ tall. Zone 3. Harvest mid July.

CHANDLER
Highbush. Largest sized berries in the com-
mercial industry! Sweet, juicy with long harvest
window. Vigorous and spreading, 5-6’ tall. Zone
5. Harvest mid July.

BB4
Lowbush. Selected by Vegetolab in QC from a
local forest, these blueberries are small,
jammy, and very sweet! Precocious. Zone 4.
Harvest mid July.

BLUEBERRIES - Vaccinium sp.
Blueberries are a bit more challenging to grow than other berries, as they require acidic
soil. A mix of 1 part peat moss and 1 part wood chips (we like pine) works well. There are
a few different types of blueberries, we have chosen to focus on these:
Northern Highbush: 1.5-2m tall. Self-pollinating but will yieldmuchmore with a pollinator
(highbush). Prune to 5-7 main canes in March and remove dead/crossing branches.
Lowbush or Wild: ~40cm tall. Requires a pollinator (another lowbush variety) for good
fruit set. Prune back to ground every 2-3 years for good fruiting in March. Excellent for
containers or edible ground cover.

TOP HAT
Lowbush. Small berries with rich sweet-tart
flavour. Popular for bonsai and container gar-
dening. Zone 5. Harvest late July.

We have a small quantity of Pink Lemonade (highbush) and
Brunswick (lowbush) blueberries available upon request.

Baking Fresh Eating Preserves Juice
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ELDERBERRIES - Sambucus canadensis
Elderberry bushes grow up to 6’ tall and are considered self-fruitful, however produce
better with 2-3 others in the vicinity. The berries are delicious and full of antioxidants.
They can be used in pies, wines, jellies, jams, soup, and as a dye. Nitrogen fixer.

YORK
Known for particularly large and flavourful
fruit. This variety is quite productive, and ripes
later in the season. Zone 4. Harvest August.

SCOTIA
Ripen early in the season and have the high-
est sugar content of any named cultivar-
though also some of the smallest berries. Vig-
orous growth. Zone 4. Harvest late July.

HASKAPS/HONEYBERRIES - Lonicera caerulea
Another superfruit to add to the collection! Haskaps taste and look similar to a blueberry,
but are oblong instead of round. Native to Russia, the plants are extremely hardy. The Boreal
series was bred at the University of Saskatchewan, and is one of their newer releases; we
choose to grow this selection because they cross pollinate well together (2 different varieties
are needed), and the varieties are all vigorous, productive, and good fresh eating options

BOREAL BEAST
Notably excellent flavour: aromatic with a lingering
aftertaste. Preferred pollinator for Beauty (aptly
named after The Beauty and the Beast). Very vigor-
ous. Zone 2. Harvest early July.

TITANIA BLACK CURRANT
Large, juicy berries with rich, mild flavour. One
of the most popular black currants in North
America. Excellent dried for winter use (as you
would raisins). Zone 3. Harvest mid July.

GRANDMA ETHEL BLACK CURRANT
This variety was grown by Ken’s great-grand-
mother. The fruit is sweet, large and has a little
stronger flavour than Titania. These currants
make very tasty juice. Zone 5. Harvest mid July.

PINK CHAMPAGNE CURRANT
Gorgeous translucent light pink currants, with
sweet, delicate flavour, good right off the bush!
Smaller in size than Titania. Heritage variety.
Zone 5. Harvest mid July.

BECKER RED CURRANT
These red currants come from the Becker fam-
ily homestead near Wellesley. They are reliable
and productive and make a wonderful juice.
Fruit is larger than Red Lake. Zone 5. Harvest
mid July.

CURRANTS & GOOSEBERRIES - Ribes sp.
These low maintenance bushes are easy to care for and grow well in a variety of soils.
Excellent for making jams, juices and wines, or simply fresh eating. These bushes were
commonplace on homesteads, providing nutritious (and delicious!) berries year after
year with virtually no cost past obtaining the plant. Avoid planting in hot, dry locations.

GRANDMA JULIE GOOSEBERRY
Grown by Steph’s grandmother on their home
farm outside of New Hamburg. Nearly thorn-
less, producing large, pink, berries. Steph rec-
ommends picking and letting them sit in a
sunny window a couple days for optimal
ripeness. Zone 5. Harvest late July.

WHITE PEARL CURRANT
Sweet, slightly floral, mild flavour. Excellent
fresh, with golden hues and translucent skin.
Prolific. Zone 5. Harvest mid July.

PIXWELL GOOSEBERRY
Pink medium-sized berries with sweet flesh
and tart skin. This variety is thornless, hence
its name. Great fresh or in pies. Zone 3. Har-
vest late July.

BOREAL BEAUTY
A little sweeter than Boreal Blizzard, with stout, firm
berries of good flavour. Heavy cropper and very vig-
orous. Zone 2. Harvest early-mid July.

AURORA
Aurora tastes like a cross between a raspberry and a
blueberry, with a satisfying chewy texture. Fruit are 3
cm long, deep blue and juicy. Grows up to 2 m tall.
Productive, and a winner for fresh eating. Zone 2.
Harvest late June.

BOREAL BLIZZARD
Exceptionally large fruit, while still maintaining good
flavour, sweetness and vigor. Meaty berries, ideal for
U-pick and small farms, as they are quicker to har-
vest by hand due to their size. Heavy cropper. Zone 2.
Harvest mid-late June.GOJI BERRY - September Gem Lycium barbarum

A.k.a. wolf berries are well known in the health food industry for their high antioxidant levels. Prolific, must be trel-
lised or grown against a wall due to it’s weeping growth habit. Young shoots can be enjoyed early spring like aspara-
gus. Fruit is sweet, with a mild fruity flavour, however the seeds are a bit bitter and sweeten after a mild frost . The
fruit sweetens when dried, great for preserves or juice. Zone 3. Harvest late Aug-Sept.

MULBERRY BUSH- Dwarf Everbearing Morus nigra
Soft and sweet, with a hint of musk, these black mulberries make a lovely winter houseplant/summer patio plant
kept at 4 feet for optimal fruiting. They cycle in and out of bearing fruit for up to 10-12 week in the right climate.
Grown outdoors, they will reach 6’/2m. Pruning should be done while the tree still growing to form the frame of
branches for next years blossom buds. Avoid letting the plant get root bound. Zone 5b. Harvest late June - early Aug.

GRAPES - Vitis spp.
Fresh, local grapes taste a world of difference to the large watery, bland version found in grocery
stores. Easy to grow, and even easier to eat, grapes make a wonderful addition to your food for-
est! Grape vines should be trellised in full sun, and can fit into just about any space (container
gardening friendly). Prune heavily once established to encourage fruiting, and enjoy your first lit-
tle crop within a couple years. Self-pollinating varieties will have bigger, better yields with another
variety of grape nearby to cross pollinate.

BRIANNA
Green-gold grapes with juicy, complex tropical
flavour. Delicious fresh(contains seeds), juiced or fer-
mented into wine. Slip-skin type. Requires a pollina-
tor. Zone 4. Harvest mid September.

OSCEOLA MUSCAT
Intensly aromatic yellow-green grapes with notes of
muscat, peach and apricot. Delicious fresh (contains
seeds), juiced or fermented into wine. Bred by Elmer
Swenson. Self-pollinating. Zone 4. Harvest mid Aug.

SOMERSET
Unique sweet strawberry flavour with crisp, seedless,
rosy coloured grapes which ripen to an orangy red
when ripe, and reach up to 20 brix. Skin adheres to
flesh. Bears large, tight clusters heavily and reliably.
Disease resistant. Zone 3. Harvest mid-September.

HARDY KIWIS - Actinidia arguta
This fast growing vine produces grape-sized, smooth kiwis, which are often sweeter than the
larger, tropical trellised or trained against a building/fence. They take about 5-7 years to bear fully,
but you will likely have a small taster crop by year 3-4. At maturity, vines can yield 100lb of fruit
annually, and can reach over 8m tall if left untended.

MEADER (Male)
Plant this variety to pollinate the female varieties of
Hardy Kiwi. Zone 5.

GENEVA (Female)
Sweet fruit, with vigorous growth. Bears very early,
within 3 years, requires Meader for pollination. Zone
5. Harvest September.

ISSAI (Self-Pollinating)
Pictured on the left. Very good
flavour, compact growth: 3-5 m tall,
1-2 m wide. Self-pollinating, but will
produce more with a male plant
nearby. Zone 4. Harvest September.

Aurora

Left:
Brianna,

Right:
Somerset

White Pearl Titania Becker Red

September Gem York Grandma Julie

Baking Fresh Eating Preserves Juice
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RASPBERRIES & BLACKBERRIES - Rubus sp.
Cold hardy and low maintenance, these berries are wonderful additions to your backyard or or-
chard. Excellent taste right off the canes make them a prized summer berry, but they are also
delicious for cooking, preserves and beverages. All varieties are self-fertile and do not require a
pollinator. Avoid planting in dry locations. Visit our website for pruning tips and care.

BALSOR’S HARDY BLACKBERRY
From NS, grown by the Balsor family. Pro-
duces very large sweet berries. Produces fruit
the 2nd year. Zone 5. Harvest Aug.

HERITAGE RED RASPBERRY
These large, deep red berries can be har-
vested within the first year. Cut canes down in
the winter for a large fall crop. Sold as a pack-
age of 3 canes. Zone 3. Everbearing.

ILLINY HARDY BLACKBERRY
Get the irresistant flavour of wild blackberries
with this thorny upright bramble. Produces
fruit the second year. Zone 5. Harvest August.

NOVA RED RASPBERRY
These nearly thornless canes bear a plentiful
yield of bright red, medium-sized berries.
Finer textured fruit is less crumbly and has a
bold flavour. Zone 3. Harvest late July.

GRANDMA ODULA RED RASPBERRY
These red raspberries were grown by our
great-grandmother and have been passed
down through the family. The fruit are also
very uniform, and hold their shape well fresh
or frozen. Zone 5. Harvest late July.

THIMBLEBERRY
Thornless, sweet, intense raspberry flavour
with a very short shelf life. A delectable sum-
mer treat! Zone 3. Harvest August.

CHESTER BLACKBERRY
Easy to grow and rewarding, this old variety
produces reliably and prolifically. Thornless.
Summer bearing floricane variety. Zone 5. Har-
vest late July.

LORD (Male)
A vigorous and strong pollinator, Lord has silvery
green leaves. Reaches 5-6m. Zone 3.

ALTAISKAYA (Female)
Excellent sweet flavour, suitable for preserves, bak-
ing and juice. Large fruit, productive, with little to no
thorns making for easier hand harvesting. Reaches
around 1.5m at maturity. Zone 3. POLLMIX (Male)

Popular in sea buckthorn orchards, Pollmix has sil-
very green leaves. Reaches 5m. Zone 3.

SEA BUCKTHORN - Hippophae rhamnoides
A.K.A. Sea Berry. Sea buckthorn are nitrogen fixing, great for preventing soil erosion, and both
drought and salt tolerant. Naturally tends to sucker forming thickets if not controlled. The
berries are a nutritional powerhouse with 30 times more vitamin C than an orange and have a
tart citrus flavour (typically diluted up to 70% with water to make juice). Fruit can be enjoyed
in juice, sauces, jams, wine, tea, candy, ice cream and sorbet. The leaves can be used in tea.
Only the females bear fruit, but at least one male plant is needed for pollination of every 5-6
females. The leaves and young branches are suitable for animal fodder. To harvest, branches
may be pruned from tree, frozen, then shook off.

CHUYSKAYA (Female)
Also known as Star of Altai. This sea buckthorn vari-
ety is favourable thanks to its mild, sweet flavour -
and we mean mild compared to other sea buckthorn
varieties, so expect it to still have a delicious punch of
tropical tartness! Thornless. Zone 3. Harvest late Aug.

SASKATOON BERRIES - Amelanchier alnifolia
Sweet and nutty, these berries have nurtured native Canadians for hundreds of years. Enjoyed
fresh or dry, they can be used in place of blueberries in virtually any recipe. Saskatoons by nature
are slow growing, and while they will bear fruit in 3-5 years, it can take up to 15 years for a full crop.
The fragrant showy flowers add aesthetic charm to the bush, along with foliage which turns fiery
orange in the fall

MARTIN
Deep purple berries are flavourful and juicy! Average
fruit size and yield. Compact, fairly upright growth
habit growing about 10’ tall. Zone 2. Harvest June.

NORTHLINE
Large, sweet purply-blue berries are excellent en-
joyed fresh! Northline grows in a compact upright
fashion, about 8 feet tall; this makes for an ideal u-
pick bush. Zone 2. Harvest June.

PRORACHNAYA (Female)
Vibrant orange Russian variety, with notably large
berries. Very few thorns. Zone 3. Harvest late Aug.

Thimbleberry Chester Heritage

Baking Fresh Eating Preserves Juice

ORCHARD SUPPLIES

“Ultimately, the only wealth that
can sustain any community,

economy, or nation is derived
from the photosynthetic process -

green plants growing on regen‐
erating soil.” - Allan Savory

ROOT RESCUE (ENDO/ECTO)
This company has been working with with the University of Guelph since 2009 to create this myc-
orrhizal fungi innoculant. It is a great well rounded innoculant that is suitable for any transplant-
ing, including flowers, veggies, trees, etc. Rest easy with 18 species of fungi working to nurture
your new trees! Suitable for organic production $15 for 22.5g

LAC BALSAM
A good quality tree wound paste, used in grafting and healing tree wounds. Keeps infections out
while sealing the cut surface to allow the tree to heal. $22 for 200g.

NURTURE GROWTH BIO-FERTILIZER
A unique blend of beneficial microbes and bacteria, made from food waste in Mississauga ON.
We use this in our holistic spray as it is packed with a plethora of helpful microbes to make nutri-
ents bio-available to our plants. $12/150mL, $38/1L, $120/4L.

GRAFTING KIT
Everything you need to get started! A Victorinox grafting knife, grafting wax and rubbers, and our
own instruction manual complete with a brief history, how-to’s and links to further learning. $55

VICTORINOX GRAFTING KNIFE
Made of stainless steel. This grafting knife is a good quality, simple, lightweight tool for beginners.
Very useful as an all-purpose garden knife from pruning and grafting, to cutting twine and the like
in the garden. $40

TREE STARTER KIT
Everything you need to start your fruit tree off on the right track: 1 bamboo stake, 1 spiral guard*,
1 tree tie, and 1 aluminum tree label. $5.5 for regular*, $6 for biodegradable guard upgrade, $50
for a ten pack regular*, $55 for biodegradable guard upgrade. Bio guards rated for 2 years.

LIQUID SEAWEED
Full of trace minerals, this liquid seaweed comes from the Ascophyllum nodosum plant in the At-
lantic Ocean. It is cold-pressed and nutrient-rich. 100% no chemicals added, suitable for organic
production. $16/240mL or $42/1L
FISH HYDROLYSATE
Cold-pressed, live and nutrient-rich, this liquid fish hydrolysate is not sterilized with high heat like
an emulsion. No chemicals added, suitable for organic production. Source of probiotics that aid
the roots in nutrient and water absorption. $20/1L

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE GREAT FRUIT TREE SUPPLIES AND
BOOKS AT WWW.SILVERCREEKNURSERY.CA

“Trees are living symbols of peace and hope. A tree has roots in the soil yet reaches to
the sky. It tells us that in order to aspire we need to be grounded...”

- Wangari Maathai, Unbowed
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ORCHARD BOOKS

EVENTS AT THE NURSERY

Picking up here at our nursery? We have a wide selection of unique heritage vegetable
seedlings available! Browse through our collection of over 30 varieties of tomato seedlings,
plus herbs, hot and sweet peppers, cabbage, kale andmuchmore! Available starting onMoth-
ers Day, weather permitting, until the first week of June. First come first serve (no pre-orders),
contact us for our full variety list.

AVAILABLE ONLY ON SITE, MID-LATE MAY

HEIRLOOM VEGETABLE SEEDLINGS

OSU Blue Tomato
Red with deep blue top when ripe. Small salad type (2”) . Very
productive, tasty mild flavour. 75 days.

Mulato Hot Pepper
Chocolate-coloured, smokey-flavoured hot pepper with barely
there heat. Medium size. Thin-walled. Productive. 75-85 days
green 95-105 days to ripe.

Grightmires Pride Tomato
Deep pink, heart-shaped meaty fruit. 6 - 14 oz. Delicious, sweet
and full of flavour with very little acidity. 72 days.

Evergreen Tomato
Lime green, large, beefsteak type. 10-16 oz. Rich sweet
flavoured fruit. High yielding. 72-80 days.

Chiapis Wild Tomato
Red, currant-sized, extremely sweet. Prolific. Disease resistant,
sprawling plants. Fall from vine when ripe but stay good for a
few days. 70-80 days.

Umi Nami Cucumber
Crisp, crunchy and non-bitter slicer. Grows to 2’ long. Bred at
Umi Nami Farm in Metchosin, BC; name combines the
founders last names, and means ‘Ocean Wave’ in Japanese.

Capriglio Red Sweet Pepper
Italian heirloom. Red medium sized pimento style pepper with
sweet thick-fleshed. 3-4" at the shoulder 3 " long. 65 days.

ORCHARDIST’S RESOURCES
Here are some business and resources we find very helpful. We do not endorse any product or
supplier below, this collection is just to provide some useful information to potential growers,
big or small. Search these companies online for more details.

Fiddlehead Nursery - ON
Excellent selection of edible, perennial ground cover
plants, grown organically. We highly recommend a
garden tour here, Ben is very knowlegable!

Tropic of Canada - ON
Interested in bananas, citrus, vanilla bean orchids,
black pepper vines or other edible tropics? Keith and
Michelle have a fantastic selection and great cus-
tomer service - the only issue if you are like me, is
running out of space for winter storage!

Black Swallow Living Soils - ON
An apothecary for plant and soil health. We get our
neem oil here and they have various rock dusts too.

Miracle Farms - QC
Stefan Sobkowiak’s N-A-P orchard layout is so in-
triguing, we copied it in our second test orchard. Very
inspiring if you appreciate permaculture!

Savory Institute - Global
Holistic management as described by Allan Savory is
an incredible resource to manage your farm/busi-
ness/life in keeping with your ethics and goals. It is
an excellent management system that efficiently
considers the whole while making the infinite quick
decisions that must be made every day in our lives.

Lost Nation Orchard - USA
Michael Phillips is iconic for growing apples organi-
cally. Don’t ask us how to care for apples trees, buy
his book/DVD! Our go-to book whenever a problem
arises in the orchard.

Orchard People - ON
If you are new to fruit trees, this is for you! An excel-
lent resource for organic backyard orchardists.

Suppliers

Ground Covers Unlimited - ON
Excellent source for wholesale ground cover plants,
to get your orchard floor into meadow-mode. Their
growing philosophy is centered on soil health.

Inspiration/Troubleshooting

Title Price
The Apple Grower by Michael Phillips $56.95

Mycorrhizal Planet by Michael Phillips $56.95

Organic Mushroom Farming and Mycoremediation by Tradd Cotter $55.95

Perennial Vegetables by Eric Toensmeier $49.95

Silvopasture by Steve Gabriel $55.95

Gaia's Garden 2nd Ed by Toby Hemenway $41.95

Integrated Forest Gardening by Wayne Weiseman, Daniel Halsey, and Bryce Ruddock $63.95

Trees of Power by Akiva Silver $32.95

The Regenerative Grower's Guide to Garden Amendments by Nigel Palmer $35.95

Shrubs for Gardens, Agroforestry, and Permaculture by Martin Crawford $42.95

Trees for Gardens, Orchards, and Permaculture by Martin Crawford $55.95

The Holistic Orchard by Michael Phillips $55.95

Growing Urban Orchards by Susan Poizner $21.95

Soil Science for Gardeners by Robert Pavlis $18.95

Your Edible Yard by Crystal Stevens $34.95

The Food Forest Handbook by Darrell Frey and Michelle Czolba $39.95

The Scything Handbook by Ian Miller $24.95

Plowing with Pigs by Oscar H. Will III & Karen K. Will $24.95

The Elderberry Book by John Moody $24.95

The Market Gardener by Jean-Martin Fortier $24.95

Grow a Little Fruit Tree by Ann Ralph $36.00

AND MANY MORE!Note: due to the nature of the pandemic, please visit our social
media or contact us prior to an event to make sure it is on!

ANNUAL FRUIT TASTING OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY OCTOBER 16, 2021
Join us for a day of exploring your palate with a wide assortment of
fruit from our orchards. Peruse the artisinal wares of a few local
folks, take a self guided tour of the orchard, and help us press (and
taste!) some cider on Ken’s old hand-crank press. Held the Satur-
day after Thanksgiving. The event is free, but there will be beeswax
candles, handmade quilts, some fruit and veggies, a local and or-
ganic based food tent, and of course, trees, available for purchase.

APPLE GRAFTING WORKSHOP SUNDAY MAY 1, 2022
Spend a Sunday afternoon in early May learning to graft! We start with the theory behind grafting,
then practice, and then graft 5 of your own trees to take home. This past year we held the event
virtually with success, so this event will be held regardless of the status of the pandemic. It will be
held at the nursery on Sunday May 1, from 1pm-4pm. $95 per person, $120 for couples.

HOLISTIC SPRAY WORKSHOP SATURDAY APRIL 16, 2022
Held from 8am-9am, this is a smaller, hands-on workshop where we talk about why we use our
Holistic Spray and provide a spray demonstration. This is the pilot year we are holding this work-
shop, as we had to cancel last spring, so it may be a little less formal/structured and may go over
the time frame. Pay what you can, suggested around $20.
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